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I Introduction 
The ongoing financial and economic crisis (FEC) that started in 2007 already caused and still 
causes unprecedented damage for the economy worldwide. Its reasons and consequences illu-
strate the complex and dynamic environment in which companies act nowadays: Increasingly 
harmonized markets and the growing use of information technology (IT) enable companies to 
be part of globally connected value networks and therefore to realize quick return opportunities 
all over the world. 
The FEC definitely showed that these value networks are also risk (spreading) networks: Com-
panies can only create sustainable value if they are able to control the associated risk. Hereto-
fore, they took too much risk on assets they believed to understand but whose risk contribution 
was in fact completely unknown. Similar to a domino effect, these risks spread rapidly all over 
the world, not only in the financial sector. Due to a lack of equity, banks did for example not 
renew credit contracts of companies in production or service sectors. Their respective bank-
ruptcy brought suppliers and customers who relied on their business partners into liquidity 
issues, especially, when they had problems with their own credit renewals. Although the finan-
cial services industry pulled the trigger, the problems and solutions presented in this disserta-
tion apply to all industries: Producing and service industries highly depend on the reliability of 
customers, suppliers, and many of them also of resource prices. 
Companies better cope with such a crisis, if they are able to consistently manage those depen-
dencies and their effects on projects as well as business processes. Crisis such as the FEC ei-
ther will not happen again, or at least cause much less damage, first, if companies know their 
risk/return position regarding all relevant assets, second, if they know the respective interde-
pendencies, and third, if they use their knowledge correctly. 
Considering the FEC, IT can be regarded as both, a blessing and a curse. On the one hand, IT 
may enable ad hoc collection and aggregation of information on the current risk/return posi-
tion, on the other hand IT is not only a relevant risk factor itself, it even made the FEC possible 
in the first place. Unfortunately, there are neither IT systems available that are able to deter-
mine a company‘s risk position within its value network, nor sophisticated methods to measure 
the risk of IT itself. These are the challenges of current research. 
This dissertation therefore regards IT not only as an instrument but also as an object of 
risk/return management – IT is not only an enabler, but also has to be aligned (see figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Two Perspectives on IT: Enable and Align 
 
In order to enable decision support (particularly on capital market based hedging) the 
risk/return-position of the company has to be determined shortly before market actions, after 
market actions, and – due to dynamic markets – on a regular basis, too (P1 (Buhl et al. 2009) 
describes how to determine the optimal interval of risk/return calculations). As described in P3 
(Fridgen 2009, p. 2), the computing capacity necessary for risk calculation can be substantial, 
especially in globally acting enterprises. For a complete examination, the correlation between 
every possible pair of (relevant) assets has to be determined. This requires IT to be able to 
make extensive calculations in very short time, even when examining only parts of a compa-
ny‘s assets. As this functionality is often required, it needs advanced algorithms and/or parallel 
computing. Currently ―service-oriented architectures‖ (SOA) and especially ―grid computing‖ 
(newly also labeled ―cloud computing‖) that are in vogue in academia and practice seem to be 
promising concepts to solve this need for flexible and distributed utilization of IT resources. 
Therefore, relevant references on the ―enable‖ perspective can mainly be found in literature on 
SOA and grid computing (see P1 (Buhl et al. 2009), P2 and especially Hackenbroch (2007) for 
overviews on the relevant literature in this context). Here, resources and services are the most 
important components. According to Neumann et al. (2006) an IT resource is a representation 
of a logical or physical entity (e.g. computing or data capacity, software licenses, hardware, or 
network infrastructure). An IT service delivers a specific functionality to the user and requires 
different IT resources. IT services can thus be considered as software components that are used 
to support business processes. In contrast, grid computing is considered to be an infrastructure 
technology that allows for the virtualization of physical resources (see e.g. Foster et al. 2001; 
Foster and Kesselman 2003). ―Grid services‖ are a way to realize SOA using grid technologies. 
They are based upon certain web service standards (e.g. ―Open Grid Services Architecture‖ 
and ―Web Services Resource Framework‖) and extend web services by dynamically allocating 
distributed resources using a grid middleware. Therefore, grid services are well suited for cal-
culations required by risk/return management (P2 compares SOA and dedicated systems re-
garding their suitability for this task). 
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IT usually constitutes a big part of a company‘s cost, at the same time it bears high opportuni-
ties and risk. On the one hand, this is due to the fact that IT is widely used to support not only 
numerous business processes, but especially business-critical core processes of a company. On 
the other hand, this is due to special characteristics like irreversibility and dependencies be-
tween the different IT assets. Hence, it is necessary to design IT considering risk and return 
and to align it thoroughly to the company‘s strategy. 
IT assets can be distinguished in already implemented IT assets (e.g. running systems) and IT 
project opportunities. Especially IT project opportunities have to be evaluated regarding their 
support for the business processes and the company‘s strategy. Furthermore, related innova-
tions and their potential to enable new and improved business models are relevant parameters. 
When setting up IT projects, one not only has to take dependencies to other assets into account, 
but also the relatively high freedom of decisions, which can have an influence on risk and re-
turn of the project and thus of the whole company. 
When considering IT assets as parts of a portfolio, especially stochastic dependencies are of 
relevance (Wehrmann et al. 2006). According to Zimmermann (2008), those can either be 
intratemporal (negative/positive effects on other currently running assets), or intertemporal 
(negative/positive effects on future projects). To exemplify the aforementioned freedom of 
decisions, one can choose an IT asset‘s design, schedule and sourcing strategy. Software can be 
developed as a monolithic system or according to the concepts of service-oriented architec-
tures. The schedule of an IT project is flexible: It can e.g. be aborted, stripped-down or accele-
rated to a certain extent by additional resources. Finally, and most important for this disserta-
tion, sourcing strategies might have similar effects: Lower cost of an outsourced asset is often-
times associated with higher risk regarding the quality of service. 
Phrases like ―death of distance‖ (Cairncross 1997) show that technology rendered globally 
distributed value networks possible. One central motive for many IT sourcing decisions is the 
high cost pressure on IT departments. On the one hand, many argue that outsourcing to IT 
service providers or offshoring to low-wage countries can lead to high savings on the IT budget 
without losses in quality. On the other hand, these decisions may also imply high risk – espe-
cially in the IT sector. Nevertheless, well managed outsourcing at a fixed price can help optim-
ize the risk/return position of the whole IT portfolio as described in P4 (Fridgen and Müller 
2009). Thus, decisions on sourcing must be made in due consideration of the associated risk. 
IT project development or operation at different locations or by different service providers can 
have fundamental impact on the success of outsourcing projects (Aubert et al. 1999). Regard-
ing the number of unsuccessful or even aborted outsourcing deals, one can guess that these 
failures are due to the nonexistence of adequate methods of evaluating outsourcing alternatives. 
Today, there are only few and very basic approaches for decision support on IT sourcing in 
science and practice (see e.g. Lacity and Willcocks 2000; Aron et al. 2005; von Campenhausen 
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2005; Dutta and Roy 2005; Wehrmann and Gull 2006; Zimmermann et al. 2008; Henneberger 
et al. 2009). At the same time, not only studies confirm the importance of research and need for 
action in this area (Lacity and Willcocks 2003; Weill and Ross 2005), but also CIOs name the 
development of IT sourcing strategies as one of the most important tasks of IT governance 
(Quack 2004). 
Altogether, both perspectives on IT and risk/return management – align and enable – bear great 
potential for research. Before motivating the addressed research questions of this dissertation in 
section I.2, I will outline the objectives and structure in section I.1. 
I.1 Objectives and Structure 
The objective of the papers included in this dissertation is the decision support on selected 
topics at the interface of information technology and risk/return management. As illustrated 
before, two perspectives are important here: On the one hand, information technology can be 
an instrument of risk/return management; on the other, it has to be an object of risk/return 
management. As described in the following table, the first three papers included in this disser-
tation focus the use of information technology as an instrument of risk/return management. The 
fourth and last included paper focuses the governance of IT projects, especially of outsourcing, 
using methods of risk/return management. 
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I. Introduction – IT: Instrument and Object of Risk/Return Management 
 Objective I.1: Outlining the objectives and structure of this dissertation 
 Objective I.2: Motivating the addressed research questions of the papers 
II. Information Technology as an Instrument of Risk/Return Management (P1, P2, P3) 
 Objective II.1: Illustrating the basic characteristics of calculations in risk/return 
management, especially of distributed calculations of covariance matrices (P1, P2, P3) 
 Objective II.2: Developing a quantitative model for the optimization of computing 
capacity dedicated to risk/return management (P1) 
 Objective II.3: Developing a quantitative model comparing service-oriented 
infrastructures and dedicated systems regarding their suitability for risk/return 
management calculations (P2) 
 Objective II.4: Developing and analyzing algorithms for distributed covariance 
calculations (P3) 
III. Information Technology as an Object of Risk/Return Management (P4) 
 Objective III.1: Developing a quantitative model to determine optimal outsourcing 
degrees of an IT portfolio 
 Objective III.2: Illustrating the relevance of these results by simulating outsourcing 
decisions based upon real world data 
 Objective III.3: Describing the deviation of the optimal solution caused by the 
common IT decision process on projects and on outsourcing 
IV. Conclusion and Outlook 
 Objective IV.1: Summarizing the findings 
 Objective IV.2: Identifying areas of further research 
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I.2 Motivation of the Addressed Research Questions 
The research questions of chapters II&III and papers P1-P4, respectively, are outlined and 
motivated in the following sections, structured by the aforementioned two perspectives. 
I.2.1 IT as an Instrument of Risk/Return Management 
(Chapter II) 
Today‘s market environment can be characterized by tight competition and global integration 
of markets. As already described above, risk/return management is crucial for enterprises in 
order to survive in these surroundings. The problems arising from the FEC emphasized this 
more than ever: As generally decided by the G20 meeting in April 2009 and announced by US 
President Barack Obama in January 2010, already strict rules and regulations (that nevertheless 
did not prevent the crisis) are going to be much more tightened, especially in the financial 
services industry. Risk/return management will require new and consistent implementation. 
Very sophisticated and resource intensive methods for risk/return quantification and aggrega-
tion will have to come in place. 
Innovative approaches of distributed computing, like grid computing, cloud computing, cluster 
computing or service-oriented architectures, are principal topics of IT related science and busi-
ness. They are offering potentially suitable infrastructures for the described complex calcula-
tions. In this context, we will speak of service-oriented infrastructures (SOI) as an instance of 
(the abstract principle of) service-oriented architectures where (mostly resource-intensive) 
distributed services are made available transparently over a grid network. 
Up to now, the scientific focus on SOI is in general technically oriented, only. Although ap-
proaches like ―grid economics‖ or ―utility computing‖ address economic aspects in general, the 
business perspective is oftentimes completely neglected. For specific application domains, the 
consideration of benefit and cost still constitutes a widely unresolved issue. This dissertation is 
therefore narrowing the research gap between technical issues of service-oriented computing 
and its application in risk/return management. 
While there is an extensive amount of literature on risk/return management, this dissertation is 
primarily based on prior research addressing risk forecasting and in particular the estimation of 
covariance matrices. Covariances can be used for a comprehensive enterprise-wide risk/return 
management as described by Huther (2003, pp. 111) and Faisst and Buhl (2005, pp. 408) and 
as later picked up by Fill et al. (2007), Kundisch et al. (2007) and Gericke et al. (2009). Other 
publications are dealing with the empirical estimation and forecasting of covariances using 
historical data. For example, there is plenty of literature already covering the question of how 
many and which historic quotations should be used to determine a suitable risk forecast. Ac-
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cording to Elton and Gruber (1972, p. B-409) forecasting is in fact ―one of the important prob-
lems in finance‖. For applicable techniques refer to Engle (1982), Kupiec (2007) and Hull and 
White (1998). An overview of the corresponding methods used in volatility and correlation 
forecasting can be found in Alexander (2008, pp. 89). Taylor (2005) presents recent approaches 
to volatility forecasting like conditional autoregressive Value-at-Risk (CAVaR) models. 
Not only to meet regulatory requirements, but also to conform to the business strategy, it is 
necessary to frequently estimate the risk exposure associated with a portfolio of investment 
objects (e.g. securities). It is common practice in today‘s financial services industry to calculate 
the risk exposure within fixed time intervals (e.g. several days). SOI based on grid technologies 
can embrace resources of the whole enterprise and even of external resource providers. There-
fore, they offer huge amounts of computing capacity that can be used to accelerate calculations 
dramatically (Middlemiss 2004). 
In this context, Paper P1, entitled “An Economic Analysis of Service-Oriented Infrastructures 
for Risk/Return Management”, seeks an answer to the following research question: 
What is the optimal amount of computing capacity that should be allocated to 
risk quantification, considering benefits as well as cost? 
A dedicated system where a fixed set of resources is dedicated to the risk/return calculations 
could be a sensible alternative to a SOI. The second part of paper P2, entitled “IT-Enabled 
Risk/Return Management: Service-Oriented Infrastructures vs. Dedicated Systems”, contains 
new results on this topic intended for journal publication. The first part is to some extend iden-
tical to P1, which was presented and published in conference proceedings. So, following the 
approach of P1, paper P2 aims at answering the research question: 
Under which conditions is a SOI superior to a dedicated system regarding calcu-
lations in risk/return management? 
In both papers P1 and P2, we formulated analytical optimization models delivering solutions to 
these decision problems. Yet, even when using a SOI, resources are not unlimited. Thus, it is 
necessary to design sophisticated algorithms for the corresponding calculations and to consider 
their respective complexity. Paper P3, entitled “Using a Grid for Risk Management: Commu-
nication Complexity of Covariance Calculations”, therefore analyzes several different standard 
network topologies regarding the following research questions: 
Which grid resources shall be allocated to the calculation of which parts of the 
covariance matrix? How shall the input data necessary to perform these calcula-
tions be distributed? 
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What communication complexity do algorithms feature on different network to-
pologies? 
I.2.2 IT as an Object of Risk/Return Management 
(Chapter III) 
The already mentioned tight competition on globalized markets forces companies to deal with 
cost cutting that is necessary to stay in business. Within the big area of research on managing 
IT according to principles of risk/return management, paper P4, entitled “Risk/Cost Valuation 
of Fixed Price IT Outsourcing in a Portfolio Context“, focuses on the (partial) outsourcing of 
IT projects. Firms mainly pursue outsourcing strategies to reduce costs and mitigate risks asso-
ciated with their business processes (Lacity and Hirschheim 1993). The market for outsourcing 
services therefore not only increased significantly over the past years but is also about to out-
grow previous prospects (Aspray et al. 2006). According to Currie (1997) IT service providers 
become more specialized and competitive as they benefit from this development. Especially 
software development skills are often called ―global commodities‖ (Dutta and Roy 2005; Laci-
ty and Willcocks 2003). Therefore, companies face the opportunity to close more profitable 
outsourcing deals particularly on software development projects. 
Today, the evaluation of and decision process on IT projects is in many companies neither 
specified nor documented. Therefore, it is difficult to develop a viable outsourcing strategy. 
The Standish Group (2006) reports that two thirds of IT projects fail or miss their targets. Dif-
ficulties concerning the development of integrative outsourcing strategies are certainly one 
reason for problems with successfully conducting IT projects. 
On the contrary, projects of a manageable size, following reasonable plans and tactics, and risk 
management by a capable team, can lead to far better outcomes (Sauer et al. 2007). To make a 
project manageable it can be effective to outsource parts of a project to a specialized service 
provider. Slaughter and Ang (1996) state, that through outsourcing, projects can be managed 
more successfully. Therefore, to enable a company to implement a profitable outsourcing strat-
egy, P4 examines the effects of fixed price outsourcing on costs and risks of an IT project port-
folio by posing the following research questions: 
Which degree of outsourcing should a client choose for a single project to mi-
nimize the risk adjusted costs of a software development project? 
Which degrees of outsourcing should a client choose for a given multiple 
projects portfolio to minimize the risk adjusted total portfolio costs? 
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In today‘s IT departments it is common practice to decide on the implementation of individual 
projects first and then to decide case by case if and to what extent a project shall be outsourced, 
as depicted in figure 2. 
What is the gain of simultaneously selecting both, projects and their respective 
outsourcing degrees, against determining efficient outsourcing degrees for a 
previously selected (therefore given) optimal project portfolio? 
Figure 2: The Common IT Project and Outsourcing Decision Process 
 
P4 thus provides a formal-deductive model that enables companies to determine an optimal 
outsourcing strategy by considering the project portfolio selection and the decision on out-
sourcing degrees simultaneously. The validity of the results is furthermore documented by a 
simulation based on data gathered in a business context. 
The chapters II and III include the aforementioned papers. Chapter IV contains a summary of 
the main results and an outlook on further areas of research. 
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II IT as an Instrument of Risk/Return Management 
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Risk/return management has not only evolved as one of the key success factors for enterprises 
especially in the financial services industry, but is in the times of the financial crisis crucial for 
the survival of a company. It demands powerful and at the same time flexible computational 
resources making it an almost ideal application for service-oriented computing concepts. An 
essential characteristic of service-oriented infrastructures is that computational resources can 
be accessed on demand and paid per use. Taking the estimation of covariances for a portfolio 
of risky investment objects as an example, we propose quantification for the economic value of 
fast risk/return management calculations. Our model analyzes the influence factors on the 
optimal computing capacity dedicated to these calculations and reveals interesting insights in 
how far the optimal computing capacity depends on market parameters. Our main result is that 
more volatile markets require a lower computing capacity as the optimal computing capacity 
depends positively on changes of the market risk but negatively on the risk itself. 
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II.1.1 Introduction 
Risk/return management is crucial for today‘s enterprises in order to strive and even to survive 
in a market environment that can be characterized by tight competition and global integration 
of markets. This is more than ever emphasized by the problems arising from the current crisis 
on the financial markets. Especially in the financial services industry, already strict rules and 
regulations – that nevertheless have not prevented the crisis – are expected to be much more 
tightened as generally decided by the G20 meeting in April 2009. Consequently, very sophisti-
cated and resource intensive methods for risk/return quantification and aggregation have to be 
in place. Innovative approaches of distributed computing like grid computing, cluster compu-
ting or service-oriented architectures (SOA) are en vogue in academia as well as in practice, 
offering potentially suitable infrastructures for the corresponding complex calculations. We 
will speak of service-oriented infrastructures (SOI) in this context as an instance of (the ab-
stract principle of) SOA where (mostly resource-intensive) distributed services are made avail-
able transparently over a grid network. Up to now the intellectual treatment of SOI is usually 
technically oriented and most often neglecting the necessary economic aspects. Even though 
these aspects are addressed in general by approaches like for instance ―grid economics‖ or 
―utility computing‖, the reflection on benefits and cost still constitutes a widely unresolved 
issue for specific application domains. We are therefore striving to narrow the gap between the 
technical capabilities of service-oriented computing and its economical application in 
risk/return management. 
One basic task in risk/return management is the frequent estimation of the risk exposure asso-
ciated with a portfolio of investment objects (e.g. securities). Today, enterprises mostly calcu-
late their risk exposure during fixed time intervals like e.g. several days. With the possibly 
huge amount of computing capacity a SOI based on grid technologies offers (embracing re-
sources of the whole enterprise or even of external resource providers), calculations can be 
accelerated dramatically (Middlemiss 2004). Nevertheless, economic models quantifying the 
business value of a more frequent recalculation of the risk exposure are not available yet. Thus, 
the question arises, what is the optimal amount of computing capacity that should be allocated 
to risk quantification, considering benefits as well as cost? We will deliver a solution to this 
problem in the form of an optimization model. 
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Concerning risk/return management
1
, we restrict our considerations to publications addressing 
risk forecasting and in particular the estimation of covariance matrices. Huther (2003, pp. 111), 
or Faisst and Buhl (2005, pp. 408) for example describe the use of covariances for a compre-
hensive enterprise-wide risk/return management. Other publications are dealing with the ques-
tion of how covariances can be empirically estimated or forecasted by analyzing historical data. 
In fact forecasting is ―one of the important problems in finance‖ (Elton and Gruber 1972, p. B-
409) and consequently there are a lot of publications already covering the question of how 
many and which historic quotations should be used to determine a suitable risk forecast. To 
give an impression about applicable techniques we refer to Engle Engle (1982), Kupiec (2007) 
and Hull and White (1998). Alexander (1996, pp. 233) provides an overview of the corres-
ponding methods used in volatility and correlation forecasting. Recent approaches to volatility 
forecasting like conditional autoregressive Value-at-Risk (CAVaR) models are presented in 
Taylor (2005). Although it is widely known that the corresponding calculations are very re-
source and time intensive, there is to the best of our knowledge so far no publication dealing 
with the specific problem of quantifying the economic value of a frequent (re)calculation of 
risk. 
Grid computing can be regarded as an infrastructure technology enabling the virtualization of 
physical resources. Available definitions for the term grid computing are mostly of descriptive 
nature and provide little more than certain essential characteristics (see e.g. Foster 2002; Foster 
et al. 2001; 2002; Foster and Kesselman 1998). However, various proponents have agreed with 
Foster and Kesselman (1998) that ―a computational grid is a hardware and software infrastruc-
ture that provides dependable, consistent, pervasive and inexpensive access to high-end com-
putational capabilities‖. Recently, an evolution towards SOA can be observed Longworth 
(2004). Grid technologies are one possibility to realize a SOA consisting of so called ―grid 
services‖. Grid services are based on specific web service standards, like the specifications 
(Open Grid Services Architecture) and (Web Services Resource Framework). They extend web 
services insofar as they imply the dynamic, yet for the user transparent, allocation of (physical) 
resources to services by a grid middleware and therefore are especially suited to fulfil resource 
intensive tasks. There is an extensive literature on service-oriented computing or grid compu-
ting in general (Foster and Kesselman 1998; see for instance Berman 2005; Silva 2006; Singh 
and Huhns 2004). Some publications even consider the application of these technologies for 
portfolio management, derivatives pricing or other areas of financial risk management (Brow-
                                                          
1
Whereas literature most often focuses on either side separately, we will rather speak of 
risk/return management emphasizing an integrated view because risk management can only 
unfold its potential in combination with the management of the corresponding return. 
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nlees et al. 2006; Crespo et al. 2006; Schumacher et al. 2006). However, these approaches 
describe how grid technologies can be applied, but do not quantify the resulting business value. 
In the context of grid computing also resource allocation mechanisms have been widely dis-
cussed—most often under the term ―grid economics‖. Regev and Nisan (1998), Buyya et al. 
(2000), Nabrzyski et al. (2003) and Wolski et al. (2004) which provide an overview of this 
area. They most often dwell either on the question which principles are appropriate to resource 
management or on technical and architectural issues connected with the development of re-
source management systems. Accordingly, in most of the existing approaches demand for 
computational resources is merely an external factor whereas in our approach it is subject to 
optimization. 
In this context an important characteristic of SOI based on grid technologies is the on-demand 
access to distributed resources. When resources stem from an external provider this concept is 
often labelled utility computing, meaning that resources can be consumed und priced as easy as 
for instance electricity or water. Utility computing has been subject to research as well. Bhar-
gava and Sundaresan (2004) analyze pay-as-you-go pricing scenarios where providers guaran-
tee computing capacity, but users do not make a commitment towards actual use. Our paper to 
some extent continues the ideas of Bhargava and Sundaresan (2004). However, we take the 
perspective of a service user and present a rationale for decisions on computing capacity in the 
context of risk/return management. 
II.1.2 Risk/Return Management 
The term ―risk‖ is used heterogeneously in general speaking as well as in academic circles. 
Therefore we feel that it is appropriate to begin with a definition of risk before we describe the 
various requirements and objectives of risk/return management applications. While in the eco-
nomic literature risk is often generically explained as the ―possibility of missing a planned 
outcome‖ we will follow a more finance-related approach. From this point of view we define 
with Schröck (2001, p. 24) risk as ―the deviation of a financial value from the expected value‖. 
A positive deviation is often in general speaking referred to as ―chance‖ while a negative devi-
ation is characterized as ―danger‖. Because of this two-sided perception of risk, variance or 
standard deviation of a risky value are suitable and well accepted measures of risk. We will use 
the standard deviation of historical portfolio returns as the risk measure later in this text. Syn-
onymously we will speak of the volatility of a portfolio and define it as the ―annualized stan-
dard deviation of percentage change in daily price‖ (Spremann 2003, pp. 154). 
Enterprises are investing capital into investment objects in order to generate cash inflows and 
subsequently to increase the return of the invested capital. Typically risk-averse management is 
making risky investments hoping to achieve an excess return over the risk-free rate. There is a 
general connection between risk and return of an investment object: higher return is systemati-
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cally associated with higher risk. This connection is theoretically explained by economic mod-
els like the CAPM (the ―Capital Asset Pricing Model‖ was originally developed by Sharpe 
(1964), Lintner (1965) and Mossin (1966)) and empirically evaluated later on (an overview of 
relevant empirical studies can be found e.g. in Copeland and Weston (1988, pp. 212)). Follow-
ing the argumentation of Wilson (1996, pp. 194) it is therefore crucial for the survival and 
success of an enterprise to be able to allocate the available capital to the right combination of 
investment objects, taking into account their specific contributions to the overall risk and re-
turn. Investment objects in this context are not restricted to securities. Almost all business 
transactions are associated with uncertainty and thus contribute to an enterprises overall risk 
exposure. Thus in the spirit of an enterprise-wide risk/return management all investments an 
enterprise is engaged in, like credit decisions or even customers or projects can be seen as 
components of the enterprise‘s overall investment portfolio, having a return and a variance (as 
a measure of risk). 
One major goal of risk/return management in this context is the prevention of bankruptcy by 
restricting potential losses resulting from risky investment objects. The increasing importance 
of this goal is emphasized by the current crisis on the financial markets. A growing number of 
rules and regulations require enterprises to hold a part of their available capital to back their 
risky investments (Jackson et al. 1998, pp. 8). This share of the available capital then makes 
less or no contribution to the overall earnings. By management decisions these restrictions are 
broken down along the organizational hierarchies into guidelines on business unit or depart-
mental level. We are assuming in the following text that those guidelines are essentially 
representing limits for the maximum risk a department, business unit and consequently an 
enterprise is willing (or able) to take. 
In order to evaluate whether an enterprise or department complies with a given risk limit, it is 
necessary to calculate the current risk exposure frequently. For simplifying means, we concen-
trate on one fundamental instrument in this paper: The covariance approach. This constitutes a 
basic principle in finance and forms the foundation for many risk/return management applica-
tions ranging from Markowitz portfolio optimization to Value-at-Risk (VaR) calculations. In 
our context covariances are used for determining the overall risk position of an enterprise tak-
ing into account diversification effects that exist between the investment objects. Nevertheless, 
the proposed methods are also applicable to other risk measures as long as they take dependen-
cies between single investment objects into account. 
Following the covariance approach, we can represent risky investment objects by random va-
riables. Typically historical data are used in order to derive a distribution for a random varia-
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2
 and calculate the distribution parameters. It is worth mentioning that considering the port-
folio risk and return merely on an aggregated level is not satisfactory because all information is 
lost about the risk attributable to a single investment object. It is crucial to separate the portfo-
lio and decompose it into data per investment object, i.e. to calculate the covariances. Only 
then the enterprise can perform economically rational investment decisions on different aggre-
gation levels. With  and  denoting variance and covariance of investment objects re-
spectively we can determine the overall risk of a portfolio , consisting of  investment 
objects (numbered from  to ), as
3
 
 
 
The so defined matrix of all covariances is called covariance matrix. An important characteris-
tic of covariances is that . This makes the matrix symmetric and thus not all of 
its values have to be calculated. The total number of covariance calculations necessary is given 
by . 
II.1.3 A Valuation Model for fast Risk Quantification 
We consider an enterprise which has access to (and is possibly engaged in) a set of risky in-
vestment objects as well as to a risk-free investment alternative. It is frequently (re)calculating 
its overall risk position by estimating the covariance matrix of its portfolio. Our main hypothe-
sis for the valuation of benefits is: the faster risk/return management calculations can be ex-
ecuted the higher will be the return of the enterprise because given risk limits can better be 
exploited. 
Since the enterprise is acting in an uncertain and dynamic environment its risk position is 
changing willingly (by investment decisions) or unwillingly (by ―movement‖ of the markets). 
Because the estimation of risk cannot be accomplished in real-time the covariances at hand are 
always significantly outdated. We are in the following recurring to the fact that the enterprise is 
adjusting its risk position to a value somewhere below a certain threshold thus constituting a 
                                                          
2
A thorough overview and discussion of the statistical analysis of financial data can be found in 
Shiryaev (1999, pp. 314). 
3
As we analyze the complete investment objects and not parts or quantities of investment ob-
jects (e.g. stocks), this formula contains no weights. 
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―safety margin‖. In the regulatory context this is often called ―haircut‖, like in Basel Commit-
tee on Banking Supervision (2004). The financial crisis made clear, that – depending on the 
assets invested in – a high safety margin is necessary to account for changes of parameters, 
especially in liquidity. It is doing so by using the capital allocation between the risky invest-
ment objects and the risk-free alternative for balancing their overall risk position. It is impor-
tant to understand that our model is not addressing the evaluation of the efficient set of invest-
ment objects or portfolio optimization (both require covariances), but the aggregation and 
management of the risk position of an enterprise. Whenever covariances are available the safe-
ty margin can be adjusted immediately in a way that the resulting (and over time changing) 
overall risk position of the enterprise does not exceed the given risk limit at any time. Hence, 
the faster covariances are available, the smaller the safety margin can be. We will use this 
effect to quantify the benefits of fast covariance estimations depending on the time needed for 
the completion of one covariance matrix. 
II.1.3.1 Model Setting and Basic Assumptions 
The time interval under consideration consists of equidistant periods periods such that  
denotes the beginning of the current period. We shall write for example σt to indicate the value 
of a model parameter at the end of period . Correspondingly (dis)investment decisions take 
effect only at the end of each period. If not mentioned otherwise all variables assume real val-
ues, i.e. values . 
The enterprise is equipped with a total capital of  which is always completely allocated 
to the risky portfolio and/or the risk-free alternative. We denote the risky portion of  with 
 and furthermore use  for risk adjustment.  indicates the length of the calculation time 
frame,  with  as the set of natural numbers. At the end of each time frame we choose 
 in a way that the risk limit is ―probably‖ not exceeded during the next time frame. We will 
formulate more precisely what is meant by ―probably‖ later on. Future returns of the portfolio 
are modelled as independent random variables. Their probability distribution for each period 
can be characterized by mean and standard deviation. This implies that the investment objects 
can be marked to market, i.e. there is a price attached to them. We additionally need a set of 
assumptions for the deductions following thereafter. 
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Assumption 1 The enterprise is generally risk-averse and striving for efficient combinations of 
investment objects. Investment objects are perfectly divisible and traded on a no-frictions mar-
ket.
4
 
Assumption 2 The risky part of the enterprise’s capital yields the expected return , the risk-
free investment pays the time-invariant risk-free interest rate i, which is equal to the borrowing 
rate.
5
 We always have . 
Assumption 2 is made in the spirit of the model of Modigliani and Miller (1958) where enter-
prises and investors can borrow or place money at will for a risk-free rate, but expect a pre-
mium for taking the risk associated with the investment in risky assets. With the so defined 
parameters and  as decision variable we can determine the overall expected return   and 
risk  of the enterprise according to common rules of statistics as 
 and  (1) 
The overall risk of the enterprise is expressed by the portfolio risk (the enterprise is the 
weighted ―sum‖ of its investment objects) and thus changes over time driven by the varying . 
Note that due to our focus on changing risk we do not regard a changing  over time 
(which would result in an index  as in ). As we see, with ascending  the overall returns 
as well as the overall risk of the enterprise are both increasing. On the one side the enterprise 
certainly strives for the highest possible return, on the other side a limitation exists for  from 
the given risk limit.  
It is common practice to use some variation of a random walk for the price movement on secu-
rity and commodity markets. This approach goes ultimately back to Louis Bachelier (1900) 
who compared the stock market with a ―drunkards walk‖. Although controversially discussed, 
it was picked up more than half a century later by Mandelbrot (1963; 1972) and Fama (1965) 
among others. Following this theory of random walks historical (e.g. daily or weekly) portfolio 
returns can be used for estimating mean µ and standard deviation  of future portfolio returns. 
                                                          
4In the sense of the ―Portfolio Selection‖ theory (Markowitz 1971) investors are trying to 
achieve the highest possible return on their investment for a given risk. They are acting under 
perfect trading conditions, i.e. no arbitrage, no transaction cost, strong information efficiency 
etc. 
5
The equality of lending and borrowing rate is assumed for sake of simplicity and justifies the 
case , where the enterprise is actually borrowing money for making risky investments. 
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It is important to understand that in our model the standard deviation is possibly changing in 
each period (indicated by its index ). 
Assumption 3 The initial calculation of covariances starts in  and is finished after  
periods. Each new covariance calculation begins in the finishing period of the previous cova-
riance calculation. 
According to assumption 3, whenever a covariance matrix is completed, the input data used for 
its calculation are  periods old. We can immediately determine the portfolio risk by summing 
up the covariances in the matrix. This can then be used for a risk adjustment decision as well as 
for portfolio optimization. The moment before the next matrix is finished the input data used 
for risk calculations are already  periods outdated. Therefore the uncertainty interval that has 
to be taken into account spans  periods: in the worst case the risk has been going up over  
periods before the enterprise realizes that it is exceeding the maximum risk it is willing (or 
able) to take (see figure 1). Without loss of generality we will concentrate our analysis on the 
first covariance matrix calculation and the corresponding adjustment decision, therefore fo-
cussing on the time interval . During this time the portfolio risk is fluctuating in a non-
predictable way. 
Figure 1: Period Model and Relevant Time Intervals 
 
II.1.3.2 The Risk-at-Risk Approach 
We will now dwell on the portfolio risk at time , denoted as , modelling it as a random vari-
able. This relates to a phenomenon known from the behavior of stock market prices called 
heteroscedasticity (see e.g. Spremann 2003, pp. 152). In analogy to the periodical returns we 
write 
Assumption 4 The  are normally distributed. 
This distribution assumption can (and would in practice) be relaxed by approximating the dis-
tribution of the  delivered by the calculated sequence of standard deviations. Arranged in 
increasing order one can easily deduce the quantiles needed in our model. Nevertheless, for 
1 period
history interval 1
forecast interval 2calculation interval 2
uncertainty interval 2
t
t=0 t=2Tt=T
forecast interval 1calculation interval 1
uncertainty interval 1
history interval 2
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reasons of simplicity and without significantly changing the general result we assume  to be 
normally distributed here. 
We will again focus on two distribution parameters: Our notation for the (strictly positive) 
mean will be , for the standard deviation  (both tagged with an  indicating the fact that 
the distribution applies to the portfolio risk), thus  with  short for the normal 
distribution. 
The distribution parameters in our model can again be estimated using historical data. For 
example, the standard deviation of the portfolio risk can be taken as an estimate for the ex-
pected portfolio risk  and thus as the starting point for the random walk of . In order to 
maximize  in equation (1) under the given constraints we have to consider the uncertainty 
interval . Because of assumption 4 the standard deviation of the expected portfolio risk 
after  periods is (as a sum of normally distributed random variables) again normally distri-
buted according to . As a consequence for the overall risk of the enterprise we 
have . 
In order to rephrase the fuzzy formulation ―the risk limit is probably not exceeded‖ we will 
follow an approach comparable to the VaR for quantifying portfolio risk. We speak of a Risk-
at-Risk over a holding period and a confidence level ,  and think of it as the stan-
dard deviation  which is exceeded within the holding period only with the (small) probability 
of . With  denoting the standardized normal distribution function, we know for 
the distribution of  over  periods that 
   
At the same time we require in the spirit of the Risk-at-Risk approach the probability given 
above to be greater than or equal to the confidence level , i.e. 
 for  (2) 
In the marginal case both sides of the equation are equal and we can therefore state—with  
as the (onesided) -quantile of the standardized normal distribution—that 
 
(3) 
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 gives us the portion of risk-free and risky investment objects in a way that equation (2) holds. 
We can calculate the overall expected earnings of the enterprise, given this capital allocation, 
as 
  
Obviously  represents only expected, calculatory (and not real) earnings because the re-
turns are not fully cash-flow effective and the earnings themselves subject to interpretation. We 
will neglect the adjectives ―expected‖ and ―calculatory‖ and speak of earnings or, more gener-
ally, of benefits. 
By inserting  from equation (3) into   from equation (1) we find for the benefits (with 
the number of periods needed for the completion of one covariance matrix as the independent 
variable) 
 
(4) 
Considering equation (4) an enterprise could maximize its benefit by minimizing the time  
that is needed to calculate a covariance matrix. Yet there is a trade-off between the benefits and 
the cost, i.e. cost caused by the infrastructure that is necessary to compute the calculations. 
II.1.4 Service-Oriented Infrastructures for Risk 
Quantification 
From a SOI point of view the risk calculation can be regarded as a service providing its user 
transparently with up-to-date risk information for the relevant investment universe. In this 
section we derive the relationship between the computing capacity (i.e. cost) allocated to risk 
quantification and the time needed for the computation. 
II.1.4.1 Computing Capacity for Risk Quantification 
We denote with  the computing capacity necessary for estimating one covariance matrix in 
exactly  periods. We use CPUs as a measure for computing capacity and are aware of the fact 
that this means a one-dimensional view on matters as other determinants of system perfor-
mance are ignored. We denote with  the workload—measured in CPU hours—for estimating 
one covariance. Applying a simple moving average technique with a rolling sample of histori-
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cal data (Elton and Gruber 1972, pp. 409) we get unbiased estimators of the expected value and 
(co)variances for every point in time. 
Assumption 5 The same workload  is necessary for estimating variances and covariances.
6
 
Furthermore every covariance is estimated from scratch, i.e. no intermediate results are used.
7
 
Assumption 6 The length of the calculation time frame  depends solely on the time needed 
for the computation, neglecting e.g. latency or transmission times. Correspondingly the only 
cost relevant is cost for computation which occurs in the form of a (internal or external) factor 
price per CPU hour over a given time. 
Note that for the calculation of covariance matrices on a SOI it is convenient that the computa-
tions can be distributed on several nodes and executed in parallel, as all pairwise covariances 
can be calculated independently from each other. Thus efficiency losses are considerably low. 
We can now deduce the computing capacity  (workload per time) that is required in every 
period over  periods. We already know that for  investment objects  covariances 
have to be calculated. Multiplied with the workload per covariance this determines the total 
number of CPU hours needed. This in turn—divided by the calculation time frame—leads to 
the functional relationship 
 
(5) 
Given  investment objects and a computing capacity of  CPUs, the covariance matrix will be 
completed after  periods.
8
 This constitutes an important parameter of the covariance esti-
mation service since it describes the economic value that should be attributed to the consump-
                                                          
6
Variance estimation requires only one historical time series, so its intrinsic workload is small-
er than the workload for covariance estimation. Nevertheless, this effect can be neglected since 
for n variances there are  covariances in a given covariance matrix. With n suffi-
ciently large the variances have merely no effect on the number of calculations (e.g. with 
, the number of variances is only 1% of the number of covariances to be calculated). 
7
This could be considered awkward for the simple moving average procedure but is a realistic 
approach for more sophisticated methods. 
8
Here as well as for the optimal  later in this text the outcome is assumed real-valued. In 
reality and in order to fit it to the discrete-time period model one has to check the neighboring 
integer values to obtain the discrete optimum. 
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tion of capacity for covariance estimation. By inserting (5) into equation (4) and neglecting the 
mean risk compared to the standard deviation of the risk
9
 we quantify the benefits as 
 with  
,  (6) 
 is a strictly increasing and concave function. 
II.1.4.2 Optimizing Computing Capacity on a Service-Oriented Infrastructure 
In this paper we abstract from a specific SOI framework or technological implementation, but 
only consider the essential characteristics of such an infrastructure: A service user can consume 
exactly the amount of resources needed and is charged by the service provider on a pay-per-use 
basis. Thereby, it makes no difference whether resources stem from internal sources like enter-
prise-owned desktop computers and servers that are connected via a grid network or from an 
external provider. In the case of allocating the (limited) resources of an internal SOI, the enter-
prise faces opportunity cost that may be taken as a usage price. For external resources a price 
per unit of computing capacity is set by the provider. The price can be changing depending on 
the contract and service level agreement used. For example resources could be more expensive 
when delivered fail-safe during peak times while covering basic load on a lower service level 
might be cheaper (Bhargava and Sundaresan 2004, p. 203). 
In an external provisioning scenario we assume a straightforward cost function using a factor 
price  (measured in e.g. $ per workload over a period). Using equation (6), our cost function 
 and our objective function  then are defined as 
  
.  
                                                          
9
The exact quantification would lead to a strictly increasing and concave benefit function , as 
well. It would nevertheless be tedious to continue in our analysis with the exact expression. In 
order to avoid writing overhead we deliberately simplify our objective function by neglecting 
the mean risk, which is a numerically justifiable approximation in our context. 
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Note that - as it is generally the case for the parameters in our model -  describes the cost 
per period and  the benefits per period depending on the capacity used per period for the 
completion of the covariance matrix over  periods. As the difference of a strictly concave 
benefit function and a linear cost function,  is again a strictly concave function. The first 
derivative  features its only null at . Due to the strict concavity of  
and with respect to equation (6) the only maximum of  is at 
 
(7) 
On a short-term, iterative basis this result can be used to allocate resources of an external pro-
vider to risk/return management services. It is possible to examine in detail how input parame-
ters affect . For example the more capital the enterprise has to its disposal the more (in abso-
lute terms) it will invest into risky investment objects. Higher risk exposure in turn increases 
the importance of risk/return management which is correctly reflected by the positive sign of 
. The same argumentation holds when the enterprise faces a higher risk limit . In this case 
it should allocate more capacity to risk/return management applications, which is consistently 
leading to an increasing . Eventually when the risk premium  rises (due to higher  
and/or lower ) investing into risky objects becomes more attractive, resulting in a larger share 
of risky capital. In order to manage the consequently more voluminous portfolio our model 
suggests that additional capacity should be allocated. In the denominator of equation (7) we 
have the parameter  determining the CPU hours needed for one covariance estimation. In-
creasing  generates higher cost. This in turn leads to less capacity allocation in the optimal 
case, reflecting the known tradeoff between accuracy and speed of risk/return management 
calculations. The behavior of  depending on the confidence level  is quite surprising. Theo-
retically  could grow infinitely (with increasing confidence level ) leading to an infinite-
simal small . This is the case because in our model the only way to account for a higher con-
fidence level is a larger safety margin. This causes diminishing benefits and therefore a de-
creasing  in the optimum. Another interesting and to some extent counter-intuitive result is 
produced in combination with the parameter . One would possibly expect that with increas-
ing volatility of the portfolio risk the optimal capacity allocation increases which is actually not 
true. Basically, for a given risk limit  a higher volatility of the portfolio risk can be leveraged 
by faster risk calculations (so that the enterprise can still get close to the risk limit without 
hazardously exceeding it during the uncertainty interval). Going back to Bachelier‘s proposi-
tion the benefits of fast covariance calculations are of order . On the other side, the cost are 
depending on  in a reciprocal ( ) fashion. As a consequence for higher volatility of the portfo-
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lio risk the cost are increasing more quickly than the benefits, leading ultimately to an increas-
ing  and decreasing , respectively.
10
 
Figure 2 shows a numerical example of the described optimization. All values are per hour and 
were in parts estimated from intraday data of the German stock index DAX. The example pic-
tures a company with capital of  and  investment objects. The 
company tries to hold a risk limit of  with a confidence level . It can realize 
a risk free return  and a risky expected return . The workload per 
covariance is assumed  CPU hours, the price per CPU . It features an 
optimum at  CPUs. 
Figure 2: Numerical Example for Z(z) 
 
Besides this straight forward linear cost function, especially in an internal provisioning scena-
rio, more complex cost structures may apply. For instance, in a scenario where a high number 
of services are competing for a limited number of resources, opportunity cost may not increase 
proportionally, because ever more services with increasing opportunity cost are suppressed. 
After all, it becomes clear, that a detailed analysis of cost structures along with the knowledge 
of the concrete utility function of a service not only delivers the opportunity to allocate re-
sources on-demand. The analysis also supports design decisions concerning for instance the 
                                                          
10Such a situation could be observed e.g. during a ―regime switch‖ between two volatility clus-
ters where a time interval with relatively low volatility switches into an interval with higher 
volatility or vice versa. 
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questions whether external or internal provision or a mixture of both is preferable, whether or 
not the service should be deployed doing risk calculations in the background and whether an 
existing SOI is sufficient or should be enlarged due to an already high utilization rate resulting 
in high opportunity cost. 
II.1.5 Limitations of the Model and Conclusion 
In this paper we demonstrated how the economic value that can be derived from risk/return 
management calculations can be measured considering an enterprise that has to decide on the 
amount of capital it wants to reserve to cover potential losses resulting from a risky investment 
portfolio. Several assumptions (e.g. regarding the distribution of the expected portfolio risk) 
were necessary to achieve an analytical solution. 
Using the covariance approach as an example we moreover developed an optimization model 
that delivers the optimal amount of computing capacity that should be allocated to risk calcula-
tions at a time. In doing so we restricted our analysis to one well-defined risk/return manage-
ment problem. Although covariances are fundamental and widely used in financial applications 
we thereby covered only one element of numerous risk/return management methods and algo-
rithms. Other approaches and applications for SOI concepts (like for instance Monte-Carlo 
simulations which also have a very high parallelization potential) have to be examined as well. 
In fact, most of the basic principles introduced in this paper can be adapted to other scenarios 
in more sophisticated and complex surroundings. 
Putting it all together a SOI is especially advantageous when market parameters determining 
the benefits of risk calculations are highly volatile as could be observed during the crisis since 
July 2007 resulting in varying demand for computing capacity. With a SOI, resources can be 
reallocated at any time to reach an economic optimum. As discussed, not only benefits but also 
(opportunity) cost may vary depending on the total demand for capacity. For example, during 
―quiet times‖ risk calculations may be computed more frequently generating added value out of 
readily available excess capacity even if benefits are comparably small. One caveat not men-
tioned in this paper is information security. As information on investment objects may be sen-
sitive business data, spreading the calculations over the company or even over service provid-
ers may not be desired. Implementing a system as described would therefore require additional 
security mechanisms and persuasion of the management. 
After all, this paper is a contribution to understand the application of service-oriented infra-
structures in the specific domain of risk/return management. Although a validation of our find-
ings based on real-world data is still subject to further research, in our point of view, such a 
systematic and economic analysis is a requirement as a first step for the further development of 
the new concepts like service-oriented computing or utility computing. 
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Risk/return management has not only evolved as one of the key success factors for enterprises 
especially in the financial services industry, but is in the times of the economic crisis initiated 
by the financial markets crucial for the survival of a company. It demands powerful and at the 
same time flexible computational resources making it an almost ideal application for service-
oriented computing concepts. An essential characteristic of service-oriented infrastructures is 
that computational resources can be accessed on demand and paid per use. Taking the estima-
tion of covariances for a portfolio of risky investment objects as an example, we propose quan-
tification for the economic value of fast risk/return management calculations. Our model then 
compares the cost structures of service-oriented infrastructures and dedicated systems in this 
domain. On this basis, we can determine under which circumstances the one or the other arc-
hitectural strategy is superior. 
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II.2.1 Introduction 
Risk/return management is crucial for today‘s enterprises in order to strive and even to survive 
in a market environment that can be characterized by tight competition and global integration 
of markets. This is more than ever emphasized by the problems arising from the current eco-
nomic and financial crisis. Especially in the financial services industry, already strict rules and 
regulations – that nevertheless have not prevented the crisis – are expected to be much more 
tightened as generally decided by the G20 meeting in April 2009, but are still lacking consis-
tent implementation. Consequently, very sophisticated and resource intensive methods for 
risk/return quantification and aggregation have to be in place. Innovative approaches of distri-
buted computing like grid computing, cloud computing, cluster computing or service-oriented 
architectures (SOA) are en vogue in academia as well as in practice, offering potentially suita-
ble infrastructures for the corresponding complex calculations. We will speak of service-
oriented infrastructures (SOI) in this context as an instance of (the abstract principle of) SOA 
where (mostly resource-intensive) distributed services are made available transparently over a 
grid network. Up to now, the intellectual treatment of SOI is usually technically oriented and 
most often neglecting the necessary economic aspects. Even though these aspects are addressed 
in general by approaches like for instance ―grid economics‖ or ―utility computing‖, the reflec-
tion on benefits and cost still constitutes a widely unresolved issue for specific application 
domains. We are therefore striving to narrow the gap between the technical capabilities of 
service-oriented computing and its economical application in risk/return management. 
One basic task in risk/return management is the frequent estimation of the risk exposure asso-
ciated with a portfolio of investment objects (e.g. securities). Today, enterprises mostly calcu-
late their risk exposure during fixed time intervals like e.g. several days. With the possibly 
huge amount of computing capacity a SOI based on grid technologies offers (embracing re-
sources of the whole enterprise or even of external resource providers), calculations can be 
accelerated dramatically (Middlemiss 2004). 
Concerning risk/return management
11
, we restrict our considerations to publications addressing 
risk forecasting and in particular the estimation of covariance matrices. Huther (2003, pp. 111), 
or Faisst and Buhl (2005, pp. 408) for example describe the use of covariances for a compre-
hensive enterprise-wide risk/return management (see Fill et al. 2007; Kundisch et al. 2007; 
Gericke et al. 2009). Other publications are dealing with the question of how covariances can 
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Whereas literature most often focuses on either side separately, we will rather speak of 
risk/return management emphasizing an integrated view because risk management can only 
unfold its potential in combination with the management of the corresponding return. 
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be empirically estimated or forecasted by analyzing historical data. In fact forecasting is ―one 
of the important problems in finance‖ (Elton and Gruber 1972, p. B-409) and consequently 
there are a lot of publications already covering the question of how many and which historic 
quotations should be used to determine a suitable risk forecast. To give an impression about 
applicable techniques we refer to Engle (1982), Kupiec (2007) and Hull and White (1998). 
Alexander (1996, pp. 233) provides an overview of the corresponding methods used in volatili-
ty and correlation forecasting. Recent approaches to volatility forecasting like conditional auto-
regressive Value-at-Risk (CAVaR) models are presented in Taylor (2005). It is widely known 
that the corresponding calculations are very resource and time intensive. Therefore, Buhl et al. 
(2009) already proposed a model identifying the optimal computing capacity to be invested 
into risk/return management on a SOI. Nevertheless, a Dedicated System (DS) where a fixed 
set of resources is dedicated to the risk/return calculations could be a sensible alternative to a 
SOI. By following the approach of Buhl et al. (2009), this paper aims at answering the follow-
ing research question: Under which conditions is a SOI superior to a DS regarding calcula-
tions in risk/return management? We formulate an analytical optimization model delivering a 
solution to this decision problem. 
II.2.2 Grid Computing 
Grid computing can be regarded as an infrastructure technology enabling the virtualization of 
physical resources. Available definitions for the term grid computing are mostly of descriptive 
nature and provide little more than certain essential characteristics (see e.g. Foster 2002; Foster 
et al. 2001; 2002; Foster and Kesselman 1998). However, various proponents have agreed with 
Foster and Kesselman (1998) that ―A computational grid is a hardware and software infrastruc-
ture that provides dependable, consistent, pervasive, and inexpensive access to high-end com-
putational capabilities‖. Today, an evolution towards SOA can be observed Longworth (2004). 
Grid technologies are one possibility to realize a SOA consisting of so called ―grid services‖. 
Grid services are based on specific web service standards, like the specifications (Open Grid 
Services Architecture) and (Web Services Resource Framework). They extend web services 
insofar as they imply the dynamic, yet for the user transparent, allocation of (physical) re-
sources to services by a grid middleware and therefore are especially suited to fulfil resource 
intensive tasks. There is an extensive literature on service-oriented computing or grid compu-
ting in general (see e.g. Foster and Kesselman 1998; Berman 2005; Silva 2006; Singh and 
Huhns 2004). Some publications even consider the application of these technologies for portfo-
lio management, derivatives pricing or other areas of financial risk management (Brownlees et 
al. 2006; Crespo et al. 2006; Schumacher et al. 2006). However, these approaches describe 
how grid technologies can be applied, but do not quantify the resulting business value. In the 
context of grid computing also resource allocation mechanisms have been widely discussed—
most often under the term ―grid economics‖. We refer to Regev and Nisan (1998), Buyya et al. 
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(2000), Nabrzyski et al. (2003) and Wolski et al. (2004) which provide an overview of this 
area. They most often dwell either on the question which principles are appropriate to resource 
management or on technical and architectural issues connected with the development of re-
source management systems. Accordingly, in most of the existing approaches demand for 
computational resources is merely an external factor whereas in our approach it is subject to 
optimization. 
In this context an important characteristic of SOI based on grid technologies is the on-demand 
access to distributed resources. When resources stem from an external provider this concept is 
often labelled utility computing, meaning that resources can be consumed und priced as easy as 
for instance electricity or water. Utility computing has been subject to research as well. Bhar-
gava and Sundaresan (2004) analyze pay-as-you-go pricing scenarios where providers guaran-
tee computing capacity, but users do not make a commitment towards actual use. Our paper to 
some extent continues the ideas of Bhargava and Sundaresan(2004). However, we take the 
perspective of a service user and present a rationale for decisions on computing capacity in the 
context of risk/return management. 
Enterprises are still facing the question when and where to adopt the new service-oriented 
computing concepts. This may be accomplished by investing into an own internal SOI or by 
making use of utility computing offers by major infrastructure providers like HP, SUN or IBM 
(Bhargava and Sundaresan 2004, p. 202) but also online service providers like e.g. Google 
Amazon and Microsoft, whose services are today oftentimes marketed under the term ―cloud 
computing‖. The fundamental question underlying this paper is under which circumstances a 
SOI for risk quantification is favorable over (traditional) DS. 
II.2.3 Risk/Return Management 
The term ―risk‖ is used heterogeneously in general speaking as well as in academic circles. 
Therefore we feel that it is appropriate to begin with a definition of risk before we describe the 
various requirements and objectives of risk/return management applications. While in the eco-
nomic literature risk is often generically explained as the ―possibility of missing a planned 
outcome‖ we will follow a more finance-related approach. From this point of view we define 
with Schröck (2001, p. 24) risk as ―the deviation of a financial value from the expected value‖. 
A positive deviation is often in general speaking referred to as ―chance‖ while a negative devi-
ation is characterized as ―danger‖. Because of this two-sided perception of risk, variance or 
standard deviation of a risky value are suitable and well accepted measures of risk. We will use 
the standard deviation of historical portfolio returns as the risk measure later in this text. Syn-
onymously we will speak of the volatility of a portfolio and define it as the ―annualized stan-
dard deviation of percentage change in daily price‖ (Spremann 2003, pp. 154). 
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Enterprises are investing capital into investment objects in order to generate cash inflows and 
subsequently to increase the return of the invested capital. Typically risk-averse management is 
making risky investments hoping to achieve an excess return over the risk-free rate. There is a 
general connection between risk and return of an investment object: higher return is systemati-
cally associated with higher risk. This connection is theoretically explained by economic mod-
els like the CAPM (the ―Capital Asset Pricing Model‖ was originally developed by Sharpe 
(1964), Lintner (1965) and Mossin (1966)) and empirically evaluated later on (an overview of 
relevant empirical studies can be found e.g. in Copeland and Weston (1988, pp. 212)). Follow-
ing the argumentation of Wilson (1996, pp. 194) it is therefore crucial for the survival and 
success of an enterprise to be able to allocate the available capital to the right combination of 
investment objects, taking into account their specific contributions to the overall risk and re-
turn. Investment objects in this context are not restricted to securities. Almost all business 
transactions are associated with uncertainty and thus contribute to an enterprises overall risk 
exposure. Thus in the spirit of an enterprise-wide risk/return management all investments an 
enterprise is engaged in, like credit decisions or even customers or projects can be seen as 
components of the enterprise‘s overall investment portfolio, having a return and a variance (as 
a measure of risk). 
One major goal of risk/return management in this context is the prevention of bankruptcy by 
restricting potential losses resulting from risky investment objects. The increasing importance 
of this goal is emphasized by the current economic crisis. A growing number of rules and regu-
lations requires enterprises to hold a part of their available capital to back their risky invest-
ments (Jackson et al. 1998, pp. 8). This share of the available capital then makes less or no 
contribution to the overall earnings. By management decisions these restrictions are broken 
down along the organizational hierarchies into guidelines on business unit or departmental 
level. We are assuming in the following text that those guidelines are essentially representing 
limits for the maximum risk a department, business unit and consequently an enterprise is will-
ing (or able) to take. 
In order to evaluate whether an enterprise or department complies with a given risk limit, it is 
necessary to calculate the current risk exposure frequently. For simplifying means, we concen-
trate on one fundamental instrument in this paper: The covariance approach. This constitutes a 
basic principle in finance and forms the foundation for many risk/return management applica-
tions ranging from Markowitz portfolio optimization to Value-at-Risk (VaR) calculations. In 
our context, covariances are used for determining the overall risk position of an enterprise 
taking into account diversification effects that exist between the investment objects. Neverthe-
less, the proposed methods are also applicable to other risk measures as long as they take de-
pendencies between single investment objects into account. 
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Following the covariance approach, we can represent risky investment objects by random va-
riables. Typically historical data are used in order to derive a distribution for a random varia-
ble
12
 and calculate the distribution parameters. It is worth mentioning that considering the 
portfolio risk and return merely on an aggregated level is not satisfactory because all informa-
tion is lost about the risk attributable to a single investment object. It is crucial to separate the 
portfolio and decompose it into data per investment object, i.e. to calculate the covariances. 
Only then the enterprise can perform economically rational investment decisions on different 
aggregation levels. With  and  denoting variance and covariance of investment objects 
respectively we can determine the overall risk of a portfolio , consisting of  invest-
ment objects (numbered from  to ), as
13
 
 
 
The so defined matrix of all covariances is called covariance matrix. An important characteris-
tic of covariances is that . This makes the matrix symmetric and thus not all of 
its values have to be calculated. The total number of covariance calculations necessary is given 
by . 
II.2.4 A Valuation Model for fast Risk Quantification 
We consider an enterprise which has access to (and is possibly engaged in) a set of risky in-
vestment objects as well as to a risk-free investment alternative. It is frequently (re)calculating 
its overall risk position by estimating the covariance matrix of its portfolio. Our main hypothe-
sis for the valuation of benefits is: the faster risk/return management calculations can be ex-
ecuted the higher will be the return of the enterprise because given risk limits can better be 
exploited. 
Since the enterprise is acting in an uncertain and dynamic environment its risk position is 
changing willingly (by investment decisions) or unwillingly (by ―movement‖ of the markets). 
Because the estimation of risk cannot be accomplished in real-time the covariances at hand are 
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A thorough overview and discussion of the statistical analysis of financial data can be found 
in Shiryaev (1999, pp. 314). 
13
As we analyze the complete investment objects and not parts or quantities of investment 
objects (e.g. stocks), this formula contains no weights. 
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always significantly outdated. We are in the following recurring to the fact that the enterprise is 
adjusting its risk position to a value somewhere below a certain threshold thus constituting a 
―safety margin‖. In the regulatory context this is often called ―haircut‖, like in Basel Commit-
tee on Banking Supervision (2004). The financial and economic crisis made clear, that – de-
pending on the assets invested in – a high safety margin is necessary to account for changes of 
parameters, especially in liquidity. It is doing so by using the capital allocation between the 
risky investment objects and the risk-free alternative for balancing their overall risk position. It 
is important to understand that our model is not addressing the evaluation of the efficient set of 
investment objects or portfolio optimization (both require covariances), but the aggregation 
and management of the risk position of an enterprise. Whenever covariances are available the 
safety margin can be adjusted immediately in a way that the resulting (and over time changing) 
overall risk position of the enterprise does not exceed the given risk limit at any time. Hence, 
the faster covariances are available, the smaller the safety margin can be. We will use this 
effect to quantify the benefits of fast covariance estimations depending on the time needed for 
the completion of one covariance matrix. 
II.2.4.1 Model Setting and Basic Assumptions 
The time interval under consideration consists of equidistant periods such that  denotes 
the beginning of the current period. We shall write for example  to indicate the value of a 
model parameter at the end of period . Correspondingly (dis)investment decisions take effect 
only at the end of each period. If not mentioned otherwise all variables assume real values, i.e. 
values . 
The enterprise is equipped with a total capital of  which is always completely allocated 
to the risky portfolio and/or the risk-free alternative. We denote the risky portion of  with 
 and furthermore use  for risk adjustment.  indicates the length of the calculation time 
frame,  with  as the set of natural numbers. At the end of each time frame we choose 
 in a way that the risk limit is ―probably‖ not exceeded during the next time frame. We will 
formulate more precisely what is meant by ―probably‖ later on. Future returns of the portfolio 
are modelled as independent random variables. Their probability distribution for each period 
can be characterized by mean and standard deviation. This implies that the investment objects 
can be marked to market, i.e. there is a price attached to them. We additionally need a set of 
assumptions for the deductions following thereafter. 
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Assumption 1 The enterprise is generally risk-averse and striving for efficient combinations of 
investment objects. As sufficient
14
 number of investment objects are perfectly divisible, liquid, 
and traded on a no-frictions market. 
Assumption 2 The risky part of the enterprise’s capital yields the expected return , the risk-
free investment pays the time-invariant risk-free interest rate i, which is equal to the borrowing 
rate.
15
 We always have . 
Assumption 2 is made in the spirit of the model of Modigliani and Miller (1958) where enter-
prises and investors can borrow or place money at will for a risk-free rate, but expect a pre-
mium for taking the risk associated with the investment in risky assets. With the so defined 
parameters and  as decision variable we can determine the overall expected return  and 
risk  of the enterprise according to common rules of statistics as 
 and  (1) 
The overall risk of the enterprise is expressed by the portfolio risk (the enterprise is the 
weighted ―sum‖ of its investment objects) and thus changes over time driven by the varying . 
Note that due to our focus on changing risk we do not regard a changing  over time 
(which would result in an index  as in ). As we see, with ascending  the overall returns 
as well as the overall risk of the enterprise are both increasing. On the one side the enterprise 
certainly strives for the highest possible return, on the other side a limitation exists for  from 
the given risk limit.  
It is common practice to use some variation of a random walk for the price movement on secu-
rity and commodity markets. This approach goes ultimately back to Louis Bachelier (1900) 
who compared the stock market with a ―drunkards walk‖). Although controversially discussed, 
it was picked up more than half a century later by Mandelbrot (1963; 1972) and Fama (1965) 
among others. Following this theory of random walks historical (e.g. daily or weekly) portfolio 
returns can be used for estimating mean  and standard deviation  of future portfolio returns. 
                                                          
14In the sense of the ―Portfolio Selection‖ theory (Markowitz 1971) investors are trying to 
achieve the highest possible return on their investment for a given risk. They are acting under 
perfect trading conditions, i.e. no arbitrage, no transaction cost, strong information efficiency 
etc. For our model this is only required within the safety margin. 
15
The equality of lending and borrowing rate is assumed for sake of simplicity and justifies the 
case , where the enterprise is actually borrowing money for making risky investments. 
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It is important to understand that in our model the standard deviation is possibly changing in 
each period (indicated by its index ). 
Assumption 3 The initial calculation of covariances starts in  and is finished after  
periods. Each new covariance calculation begins in the finishing period of the previous cova-
riance calculation. 
According to assumption 3, whenever a covariance matrix is completed, the input data used for 
its calculation are  periods old. We can immediately determine the portfolio risk by summing 
up the covariances in the matrix. This can then be used for rebalancing the portfolio. The mo-
ment before the next matrix is finished the input data used for risk calculations are already  
periods outdated. Therefore the uncertainty interval that has to be taken into account spans  
periods: in the worst case the risk has been going up over  periods before the enterprise 
realizes that it is exceeding the maximum risk it is willing (or able) to take (see figure 1). 
Without loss of generality we will concentrate our analysis on the first covariance matrix calcu-
lation and the corresponding adjustment decision, therefore focussing on the time interval 
. During this time the portfolio risk is fluctuating in a non-predictable way. 
Figure 1: Period Model and Relevant Time Intervals 
 
II.2.4.2 The Risk-at-Risk Approach 
We will now dwell on the portfolio risk at time , denoted as , modelling it as a random vari-
able. This relates to a phenomenon known from the behavior of stock market prices called 
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heteroscedasticity (see e.g. Spremann 2003, pp. 152). In analogy to the periodical returns we 
write 
Assumption 4 The  are normally distributed. 
This distribution assumption can (and would in practice) be relaxed by approximating the dis-
tribution of the  delivered by the calculated sequence of standard deviations. Arranged in 
increasing order one can easily deduce the quantiles needed in our model. Nevertheless, for 
reasons of simplicity and without significantly changing the general result we assume  to be 
normally distributed here. 
We will again focus on two distribution parameters: Our notation for the (strictly positive) 
mean will be , for the standard deviation  (both tagged with an  indicating that the distri-
bution applies to the portfolio risk), thus  with  short for the normal distribu-
tion. 
The distribution parameters in our model can again be estimated using historical data. For 
example, the standard deviation of the portfolio risk can be taken as an estimate for the ex-
pected portfolio risk  and thus as the starting point for the random walk of  In order to 
maximize  in equation (1) under the given constraints we have to consider the uncertainty 
interval . Because of assumption 4 the standard deviation of the expected portfolio risk 
after  periods is (as a sum of normally distributed random variables) again normally distri-
buted according to . As a consequence for the overall risk of the enterprise we 
have . 
In order to rephrase the fuzzy formulation ―the risk limit is probably not exceeded‖ we will 
follow an approach comparable to the VaR for quantifying portfolio risk. We speak of a Risk-
at-Risk over a holding period and a confidence level ,  and think of it as the stan-
dard deviation  which is exceeded within the holding period only with the (small) probability 
of . With  denoting the standardized normal distribution function, we know for 
the distribution of  over  periods that 
   
At the same time we require in the spirit of the Risk-at-Risk approach the probability given 
above to be greater than or equal to the confidence level , i.e. 
 for  (2) 
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In the marginal case both sides of the equation are equal and we can therefore state—with  
as the (onesided) -quantile of the standardized normal distribution—that 
 
(3) 
 gives us the portion of risk-free and risky investment objects in a way that equation (2) holds. 
We can calculate the overall expected earnings of the enterprise, given this capital allocation, 
as 
  
Obviously  represents only expected, calculatory (and not real) earnings because the re-
turns are not fully cash-flow effective and the earnings themselves subject to interpretation. We 
will neglect the adjectives ―expected‖ and ―calculatory‖ and speak of earnings or, more gener-
ally, of benefits. 
By inserting  from equation (3) into  from equation (1) we find for the benefits (with 
the number of periods needed for the completion of one covariance matrix as the independent 
variable) 
 
(4) 
Considering equation (4) an enterprise could maximize its benefit by minimizing the time  
that is needed to calculate a covariance matrix. Yet there is a trade-off between the benefits and 
the cost, i.e. cost caused by the infrastructure that is necessary to compute the calculations. 
II.2.5 Required Computing Capacity on Service-Oriented 
Infrastructures 
From a SOI point of view the risk calculation can be regarded as a service providing its user 
transparently with up-to-date risk information for the relevant investment universe. In this 
section we derive the relationship between the computing capacity (i.e. cost) allocated to risk 
quantification and the time needed for the computation. 
We denote with  the computing capacity necessary for estimating one covariance matrix in 
exactly  periods. We use CPUs as a measure for computing capacity and are aware of the fact 
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that this means a one-dimensional view on matters as other determinants of system perfor-
mance are ignored. We denote with  the workload—measured in CPU hours—for estimating 
one covariance. Applying a simple moving average technique with a rolling sample of histori-
cal data (Elton and Gruber 1972, pp. 409) we get unbiased estimators of the expected value and 
(co)variances for every point in time. 
Assumption 5 The same workload  is necessary for estimating variances and covariances.
16
 
Furthermore every covariance is estimated from scratch, i.e. no intermediate results are 
used.
17
 
Assumption 6 The length of the calculation time frame  depends solely on the time needed 
for the computation, neglecting e.g. latency or transmission times. Correspondingly the only 
cost relevant is cost for computation which occurs in the form of a (internal or external) factor 
price per CPU hour over a given time. 
Note that for the calculation of covariance matrices on a SOI it is convenient that the computa-
tions can be distributed on several nodes and executed in parallel, as all pairwise covariances 
can be calculated independently from each other. Thus efficiency losses are considerably low. 
We can now deduce the computing capacity  (workload per time) that is required in every 
period over  periods. We already know that for  investment objects  covariances 
have to be calculated. Multiplied with the workload per covariance this determines the total 
number of CPU hours needed. This in turn—divided by the calculation time frame—leads to 
the functional relationship 
 
(5) 
Given  investment objects and a computing capacity of  CPUs, the covariance matrix will be 
completed after  periods.
18
 This constitutes an important parameter of the covariance esti-
                                                          
16
Variance estimation requires only one historical time series, so its intrinsic workload is 
smaller than the workload for covariance estimation. Nevertheless, this effect can be neglected 
since for  variances there are  covariances in a given covariance matrix. With n 
sufficiently large the variances have merely no effect on the number of calculations (e.g. with 
, the number of variances is only  of the number of covariances to be calculated). 
17
This could be considered awkward for the simple moving average procedure but is a realistic 
approach for more sophisticated methods. 
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mation service since it describes the economic value that should be attributed to the consump-
tion of capacity for covariance estimation. By inserting (5) into equation (4) and neglecting the 
mean risk compared to the standard deviation of the risk
19
 we quantify the benefits as 
 with  
,  (6) 
 is a strictly increasing and concave function. 
In the following we will consider two alternatives for balancing the benefits described by equa-
tion (6) with the cost of computation: On the one hand an enterprise may employ a SOI. On the 
other hand it may invest into a DS like a server or a cluster of servers dedicated only to risk 
quantification. 
II.2.6 SOI vs. Dedicated Systems 
As a base of the decision on SOI vs. DS, the enterprise faces the problem of determining the 
required computing capacity for its risk-/return management in advance. Especially in a DS 
setting, it is obviously necessary to acquire or reserve resources for a longer planning horizon 
(e.g. one year). Even in a SOI scenario, where one might expect capacity planning to be super-
fluous, under realistic conditions it is still necessary: In the case of internal provision the enter-
prise needs to decide on the overall capacity of its SOI thus affecting the availability and prices 
of the resources.
20
 When resources are provided externally it may be required to forecast and 
reserve capacity in advance. This is in accordance with the findings of Bhargava and Sundare-
                                                                                                                                                         
18
Here as well as for the optimal  later in this text the outcome is assumed real-valued. In 
reality and in order to fit it to the discrete-time period model one has to check the neighboring 
integer values to obtain the discrete optimum. 
19
The exact quantification would lead to a strictly increasing and concave benefit function , as 
well. It would nevertheless be tedious to continue in our analysis with the exact expression. In 
order to avoid writing overhead we deliberately simplify our objective function by neglecting 
the mean risk, which is a numerically justifiable approximation in our context. 
20
It is worth emphasizing that a DS is specifically dedicated to risk calculations whereas a SOI 
is universally applicable for different services. Thus in a SOI cost and benefits need to be in-
terpreted as contributions to overall benefits and cost of the infrastructure. 
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san (2004) who find that a pure pay-as-you-go model without reservation is not reasonable in 
most cases.  
We will therefore determine suitable cost functions depending on the computing capacity used 
for risk quantification both on the DS and the SOI. In our notation of the model parameters, we 
will use the lower indices  for the DS and  for the SOI, respectively. For the DS, we apply a 
cost function  proportional to the computing capacity  provided per period which in fact 
assumes that there exist suppliers for DS with virtually any capacity. This leads us to a conti-
nuous cost function with a price of  per computing capacity used over one period. For the 
SOI we also specify a proportional cost function with slope , but with a fixed minimum cost 
of , . Thus the SOI cost function has a slope of  to the point  and afterwards a 
constant slope of , i.e. for all  every unit of capacity over one period cost . The 
break at point  accounts for the following situations that need to be considered in practice 
for an internal and external provisioning scenario respectively: 
 The SOI capacity is obtained by an external service provider for the usage price . 
The service consumer on the other side is obligated to a minimum purchase of . 
Consuming less capacity nevertheless induces cost of .  
 The SOI is instituted by an investment project of the enterprise. After initial invest-
ment cash-flows free capacity up to the amount of  is available for covariance esti-
mations at variable cost of  because of pooling existing internal resources, until the 
free capacity generated by the SOI project is fully exploited. A capacity demand ex-
ceeding  induces a usage price of  – because of competing service consumers in 
the case of an internal SOI or because of additional external capacity priced with pS. 
We assume that always 
21
 reflecting the typical advantages of a SOI. Firstly, an 
intrinsic characteristic of a SOI is that a potentially high number of services share a common 
infrastructure. Capacity must not be determined by summing up the requirements of each sin-
gle service independently. Instead multiplexing gains resulting from less than perfectly corre-
lated demand structures need to be considered (Chandra et al. 2003). Therefore, total capacity 
may be significantly smaller compared to independent dedicated systems. Additionally, a SOI 
may comprise low level standardized components which can be assumed to be substantially 
cheaper. Finally, on a SOI capacity can be easily varied by adding or removing resources. 
Thereby it is possible to react to varying environment conditions which is a crucial part of the 
results of our optimization model presented in the previous section.  
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For  we would therefore obviously have the trivial solution that the SOI is always 
preferable to the DS thus narrowing the case to a mere SOI capacity planning problem. 
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Consequently, we define the cost functions,  and , as well as the objective functions,  
and , for the DS and the SOI with recourse to equations (5) and (6) for  as  
, 
  
 
  
 and  are again strictly concave functions. ,  and ,  respec-
tively are intersecting at . We set  and obtain a cost setting as 
depicted in figure 2. 
Figure 2: Cost Functions for DS and SOI Figure 3: Objective Functions for DS and 
SOI 
 
In practice one would insert realistic numbers (e.g. expected values for the planning interval) 
into the model parameters. By comparing the values of the objective functions it would be easy 
to determine the overall optimum numerically. In the following we will nevertheless deduce 
analytically the conditions under which a long-term investment in a DS and a SOI respectively 
is optimal. We will achieve this in three steps. 
Step 1: Obviously we have, as illustrated in figure 3, , with 
equality exactly for . The first derivative  features its only null at 
. Due to the strict concavity of  the only maximum of  on  is at 
. 
The associated value of the objective function is 
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(7) 
Step 2: Furthermore we have , with equality exactly for . Since 
 is strictly increasing on  the maximum can only occur on . The first deriv-
ative  for  features its only null at . 
 Case 1:  for 
 for . Therefore in this case  is the only maximum.  
 Case 2:  with  and hence  for 
 
 has its only maximum on the right side of  at the point , i.e.  in this 
case. 
Due to the strict concavity of  for  the only maximum of  on  is at 
 
The associated value of the objective function is 
 
(8) 
Step 3: Finally the optimal values of the objective functions have to be compared for the DS 
and the SOI respectively. We have 
 
 
since . This is equivalent to 
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,  
since , which again can only be satisfied (with ) for 
. 
 
The overall optimum  and the associated type of system can then be expressed without loss 
of generality depending on the value of the parameter  relative to the other relevant model 
parameters ,  and . Substituting for simplicity  and  we can state 
the overall optimum
22
  
 
(9) 
This result can be interpreted as a decision rule determining whether or not the investment into 
a SOI or into a DS is ex ante economically rational; at the same time the question regarding the 
optimal capacity is resolved: Clearly, the investment into a DS is optimal when the variable 
cost of the SOI exceeds a certain threshold relative to the other relevant model parameters. For 
 at this threshold the enterprise would be indifferent on the DS and the SOI (with different 
capacities each). Below the threshold the SOI is optimal with a capacity – depending on the 
value of  – of either  or .  
From a managerial perspective it is an important aspect that IT investment decisions in this 
specific context can be based on cost as well as benefits. In general cost for IT infrastructures 
can be quantified quite well, whereas benefits most often are only roughly estimated. With our 
                                                          
22
In the case  the DS as well as the SOI are optimal. 
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model we provide an overall quantification (under certain assumptions). We can moreover 
examine how input parameters like ,  or  affect investment decisions. For example the 
larger the capital , the higher is  and  respectively. Accordingly, the price  is likely to 
be lower than  and thus investing into SOI becomes more attractive. The same argumentation 
holds for the risk premium . 
II.2.7 Limitations of the Model and Conclusion 
In this paper we demonstrated how the economic value that can be derived from risk/return 
management calculations can be measured considering an enterprise that has to decide on the 
amount of capital it wants to reserve to cover potential losses resulting from a risky investment 
portfolio. Several assumptions (e.g. regarding the distribution of the expected portfolio risk) 
were necessary to achieve an analytical solution. 
Using the covariance approach as an example we moreover developed an optimization model 
that delivers the optimal amount of computing capacity that should be allocated to risk calcula-
tions at a time. In doing so we restricted our analysis to one well-defined risk/return manage-
ment problem. Although covariances are fundamental and widely used in financial applications 
we thereby covered only one element of numerous risk/return management methods and algo-
rithms. Other approaches and applications for SOI concepts (like for instance Monte-Carlo 
simulations which also have a very high parallelization potential) have to be examined as well. 
In fact, most of the basic principles introduced in this paper can be adapted to other scenarios 
in more sophisticated and complex surroundings. 
Putting it all together a SOI is especially advantageous when market parameters determining 
the benefits of risk calculations are highly volatile as could be observed during the crisis since 
July 2007 resulting in varying demand for computing capacity. With a SOI, resources can be 
reallocated at any time to reach an economic optimum. As discussed, not only benefits but also 
(opportunity) cost may vary depending on the total demand for capacity. For example, during 
―quiet times‖ risk calculations may be computed more frequently generating added value out of 
readily available excess capacity even if benefits are comparably small. On a DS on the other 
hand an economical allocation cannot be guaranteed. When expected values are applied for 
capacity planning of a DS the economic optimum is systematically missed when parameters 
are deviating from expectations. We analyzed the different cost structures of DS and SOI re-
sulting from these fundamental differences and provided a decision rule for investing into SOI 
for risk/return management.  
One caveat not mentioned in this paper is information security. As information on investment 
objects may be sensitive business data, spreading the calculations over the company or even 
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over service providers may not be desired. Implementing a system as described would there-
fore require additional security mechanisms and persuasion of the management. 
After all, this paper is a contribution to understand the application of service-oriented infra-
structures in the specific domain of risk/return management. Although a validation of our find-
ings based on real-world data is still subject to further research, in our point of view, such a 
systematic and economic analysis is a requirement as a first step for the further development of 
the new concepts like service-oriented computing or utility computing. 
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Risk management has evolved as one of the key success factors for enterprises especially in the 
financial services industry. It is highly demanding in terms of business requirements and tech-
nical resources, making it an almost ideal application for distributed computing concepts like 
e.g. grid computing. In this paper we focus on a specific problem—the estimation of cova-
riance matrices that provide a powerful tool for decisions on investments. In this context we 
analyze different network topologies that the corresponding calculations can be performed on. 
We derive complexity classes for a distributed calculation scenario on these topologies. As a 
general result we find an upper and lower bound for the complexity of a distributed calculation 
in an arbitrary network structure. These results not only provide a different view on grid re-
source allocation but also make a contribution towards better understanding the business 
value of grid computing. 
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II.3.1 Introduction 
Whereas in the beginning grid computing was restricted to large-scale scientific applications, it 
has over the past years evolved to an increasingly relevant technology for the commercial sec-
tor. It is to some extent difficult to differentiate grid computing from related concepts of e.g. 
distributed computing, cluster computing, utility computing, or Service-Oriented Architectures. 
The meaning we intend to convey by our use of the term grid computing in this article is best 
captured by a definition of Buyya (2002): ‗A Grid is a type of parallel and distributed system 
that enables the sharing, selection, and aggregation of geographically distributed, autonomous 
resources dynamically at runtime depending on their availability, capability, performance, cost, 
and users‘ quality-of-service requirements‘. An overview of the status quo and current applica-
tions of grid computing provide e.g. Berman (2005), Foster and Kesselman (2003), and Abbas 
(2004). 
The availability of grid enabled business applications is a critical success factor for the wider 
adoption and further development of this powerful technology. One of the most promising 
domains for grid computing is the financial services industry with its information-driven busi-
ness models and high needs for computing power. In fact this sector is often mentioned among 
the key industries for grid computing applications (Ricadela 2002; Smith and Konsynski 2004; 
Friedman 2003). In this context resource-intensive risk management applications seem to be 
especially suitable. With the potentially huge amount of computing capacity a grid infrastruc-
ture offers (embracing resources of the whole enterprise or even of external providers) they can 
possibly be accelerated dramatically. Yet, even on a grid infrastructure resources are not unli-
mited. Thus it is necessary to consider the complexity associated with the corresponding calcu-
lations. For our analysis we focus on a specific problem in risk management—the calculation 
of covariance matrices that, on the one hand, provide a powerful tool for decisions on invest-
ments but, on the other hand, are a very complex and time-consuming assignment. 
II.3.1.1 Principles of Risk Management 
Enterprises are investing capital into risky investment objects in order to generate cash inflows 
and subsequently to increase the return of the invested capital. Especially with the background 
of the financial crisis and following the argumentation of Wilson (1996, pp 194) it is therefore 
crucial for the survival and success of an enterprise to be able to allocate the available capital 
to the right combination of investment objects taking into account their specific contributions 
to the overall risk. In order to abide by given risk limits the knowledge of the current overall 
risk position is an essential prerequisite. Consider for example a trading unit that needs exact 
and timely information about its risk exposure when deciding on security or option trades. 
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Finance offers a set of instruments to calculate risk measures, some of them seeming to be 
promising with regard to grid computing concepts. In this paper we focus on the ‗variance-
covariance approach‘. When measuring portfolio risk it is not sufficient to take into account the 
variances of the investment objects‘ periodical returns alone. Instead, also correlation effects 
that exist when returns are not perfectly positively correlated have to be considered which can 
be achieved using covariance matrices. 
II.3.1.2 The Variance-Covariance Approach 
We can represent risky investment objects by stochastic variables. Typically historical data are 
used to derive a distribution for a stochastic variable. It is then possible to determine the actual 
risk position of the investment objects or to extrapolate from history to the future for the sup-
port of investment decisions. For two stochastic variables,  and , we define (with  and 
 denoting the expected values of the variables) the covariance as  
  
Writing  instead of  and  short for the variance of  we can determine the 
overall risk of a portfolio, , consisting out of  investment objects (numbered from  to ) as 
 
 
The instrument of covariance matrices is not restricted to the area of security portfolios. Instead 
all investments of an enterprise, like credit decisions in banks or even customers or projects 
can be seen as components of the enterprise‘s overall investment portfolio, having a return and 
a variance. 
II.3.1.3 Characteristics of the Calculation of a Covariance Matrix 
The covariance of two investment objects is not previously known and additionally changing 
over time (heteroscedasticity). Therefore covariances have to be empirically estimated by ana-
lyzing historical data. Using the basic approach for estimating covariances, the covariance 
matrix can also be calculated by 
.  
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While the expected values  only have to be calculated once for each investment object, 
the expected value  has to be calculated for each pairwise combination of investment 
objects. This shows that while the calculation of a single covariance is not very resource inten-
sive, the calculation of a whole covariance matrix is are more complex problem. Although the 
equality  makes the matrix symmetric, for  investment objects the total number 
of covariance calculations is still given by . 
II.3.2 Modelling Approach 
An algorithm for computing covariances in parallel must tackle questions like which grid re-
sources to allocate to the calculation of certain parts of the covariance matrix and how to distri-
bute the input data necessary to perform these calculations. Both questions are inseparably 
intertwined since calculating part of the matrix requires only part of the input data and unne-
cessary transportation of input data should be avoided. These tasks are usually done by a grid 
middleware. However, the proposed problem requires too much domain knowledge for a stan-
dard grid middleware to distribute it efficiently. 
The grid infrastructure considered for covariance calculation consists of  computing nodes 
and is depicted by an undirected and connected graph. Its vertexes model the nodes while the 
edges represent physical connections between the nodes. Loops and multiple edges connecting 
two vertexes are not allowed in our model. 
Advancing towards the complexity of grid-based risk management calculations we restrict our 
considerations on communication complexity i.e. the amount of data (we will concretize the 
unit for measuring the ‗amount of data‘ in the following section) that has to be exchanged 
between the nodes of the grid. For a complexity class we use the common asymptotic notation 
with ,  or  denoting the lower, upper or tight bound for the complexity class respectively. 
It is not surprising that complexity varies for different grid network topologies. Therefore, we 
propose calculation algorithms for a set of standard topologies to find their complexity. 
II.3.2.1 Preliminaries 
From here on we will use the term investment object synonymously with the investment ob-
jects‘ historic quotations. We assume the number of investment objects, , and the number of 
nodes in the grid network, , to be ‗sufficiently‘ large. When necessary to ease our calculations 
we consider all variables  and omit small constant addends as it is common practice in 
complexity theory. For simplicity and to avoid case differentiations without relevance we im-
plicitly assume an odd or even number of nodes  as needed. 
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We refer to the investment objects for which one node holds the historic quotations as to the 
node‘s package. The number of packages then equals the number of nodes, . We define a 
message as the transmission of one package over one edge and the distance between two nodes 
as the number of edges/messages to get from one node to the other. We can then measure com-
plexity by the number of messages necessary to calculate one covariance matrix (this connec-
tion obviously only holds if all messages are of the same size or at least order of size which is 
assured for our model by assumption 3).  denotes the complexity for a specific to-
pology while  denotes the complexity for an arbitrary topology. We use the terms ‗complexi-
ty‘, ‗amount of communication‘ and ‗number of messages‘ synonymously. 
Figure 1: Covariance matrix of 6 investment objects (1-6) in 3 Packages (a-c) 
 
The nodes holding a certain package are denoted by uppercase Latin letters , the 
packages with the corresponding lowercase Latin letters . We identify investment 
objects in our examples with numbers . Figure 1 shows an example of a covariance 
matrix. 
On the package level we constitute a package combination out of two packages by calculating 
the pairwise covariances of each investment object in the one package with each in the other. 
For our complexity considerations it is then sufficient to analyze the package combinations 
rather than the covariances themselves. By building all package combinations we get one com-
plete covariance matrix. 
Assumption 1  Covariances are calculated for a given and fixed number  of investment 
objects. The necessary input data is available in the form of historic quotations.  
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Assumption 2  The grid infrastructure consists out of  nodes with , each with the 
same constant computing capacity available for covariance calculations.  
Assumption 3  The investment objects are distributed equally over the network, i.e. each node 
holds a package of the same size .  
Assumption 4  All nodes are used equally if every node calculates the same number of pack-
age combinations.  
This is obviously simplifying matters but without significant influence on the results. By con-
centrating on package combinations, we measure complexity depending on the number of 
nodes. Intuitively, it might be more interesting to consider the complexity depending on the 
number of investment objects . We implicitly assume proportional growth of the number of 
nodes (e.g. workstations) and the number of investment objects, as both values somehow 
represent a company‘s size. Therefore, there exists a constant package size  which can be 
used to transform the complexities. The complexity class is not affected by this transformation. 
II.3.2.2 Similar Problems and Other Publications 
There are basically two areas that cover parts of the given problem: There is research on algo-
rithms and routing on parallel infrastructures and there is research on grid computing covering 
especially questions of resource allocation. 
In the relevant literature for grid networks one can find many articles addressing allocation 
problems for certain grid applications. For example Buyya et al. (2002) give an overview about 
existing systems and their underlying economic models. In particular auctions as described e.g. 
in Wolski et al. (2001) or agent technologies as proposed in Foster et al. (2004) are used to 
automatically allocate the available resources efficiently. However these publications try to 
find general ways to prioritize applications without analyzing a specific application domain 
whereas this paper analyzes a specific problem‘s complexity. Yu and Buyya (2005) present a 
taxonomy of workflow management systems for grid computing. While neither of these sys-
tems specifically addresses our problem, they can be used for implementing our resulting algo-
rithms. 
Publications in the area of parallel algorithms cover parts of our problem in very specific ways. 
Algorithms for calculating convolutions could be adapted to calculate covariances as it is ne-
cessary for both problems to build pairwise combinations of the input data. Such algorithms 
have been intensively discussed, most times with the application of integer multiplication, e.g. 
in Atrubin (1965), and Cappello and Steiglitz (1983). The question of routing packets through 
a network of processors has already been analyzed e.g. by Valiant and Brebner (1981) in a 
general way, by Krizanc et al. (1988) for mesh-connected arrays and by Leighton (1990) for 
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greedy algorithms on arrays. Leighton (1992) gives an overview on more algorithms for paral-
lel architectures. All of these algorithms were created for specifically designed or at least prior 
known topologies. A grid network is by nature inhomogenous, so these algorithms are not 
directly applicable. In contrast, our model identifies the complexity for communication in an 
arbitrary and possibly heterogeneous network infrastructure. 
There are also several articles dealing with questions of data distribution in distributed systems 
in general and independent from a given problem. Basically two problems seem to be similar 
to a distributed calculation of a covariance matrix: The ‗all-pairs shortest path‘ problem 
(APSP) and the ‗optimal broadcast‘ problem. An APSP algorithm finds the shortest paths be-
tween every distinct pair of nodes in a graph (for recent research on APSP algorithms refer to 
Demetrescu and Italiano (2004)). This might come useful for our problem as all pairs of pack-
ages have to be brought together. Nevertheless, this perception disregards the fact that nodes 
can store and forward information. To distribute a package to several nodes it actually might be 
more efficient to accept a longer path but at the same time to reach more nodes on the way. 
According to assumption  all nodes have to receive sufficient data to calculate the same num-
ber of combinations but an APSP algorithm does not give us any information where to calcu-
late what combinations. 
A broadcast algorithm distributes data available at a single node to all the other nodes efficient-
ly. According to Awerbuch et al., 1990; Awerbuch and Schulman, 1997; Awerbuch et al., 1998 
and Tiwari, 1987 the complexity for a single node distributing its data to all other nodes in an 
arbitrary network structure with  nodes is . For the distributed calculation of a cova-
riance matrix  nodes have to distribute their data to several others so a tight bound of 
 could be expected for our problem. 
Buhl et al. (2009) quantify the utility of grid-based covariance calculations for risk manage-
ment. As there are, to the best of our knowledge, no further articles covering the complexity of 
grid-based covariance calculation, we provide the first paper in this research area. 
II.3.3 Complexity for Different Topologies 
We will examine several idealized standard grid network topologies and propose different 
algorithms for distributed covariance calculations in order to analyze the complexity. It is al-
ready pointed out that we would expect upper and lower bounds of  and , respec-
tively, adapting the models of Awerbuch et al. (1990), Awerbuch and Schulman (1997), Awer-
buch et al. (1998), and Tiwari (1987). 
Conjecture 1  The lower bound for the complexity class in the distributed computation scena-
rio of a covariance matrix in an arbitrary network structure is , the corresponding up-
per bound is . 
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II.3.3.1 Fully Connected Topology 
In the fully connected topology every node has direct connections to all other nodes. Every 
single package can be transmitted from one node to an arbitrary other by one message. Thus 
minimal communication is accomplished when sending every node exactly the packages for it 
to perform its calculations. We use this general idea to establish the theoretically minimal 
communication necessary. 
Figure 2: Schematic covariance matrix 
 
We consider figure 2 that shows a schematic covariance matrix for  packages. As the matrix 
is symmetric only  package combinations have to be calculated. Thus, according to as-
sumption 4 each of the  nodes has to accomplish  package combinations—in effect one 
half of the matrix is divided into  areas of equal size . We will disregard the fact that 
every node already holds one package. Receiving  distinct packages, a node can then 
calculate  package combinations. Thus,  represents the number of packages neces-
sary to accomplish  package combinations. It is immediately obvious that for a 
given and fixed  the term  is minimized for . Therefore, with  and 
, we can state that the minimal number of messages  for one node to calculate its re-
quired package combinations (a square out of the matrix) is determined by 
 
(1) 
Nodes computing package combinations at the triangles in the diagonal of the covariance ma-
trix will need comparatively more messages to accomplish their (non-quadratic) share. We will 
y
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n
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neglect this minor inaccuracy—the additional communication for this purpose will only in-
crease linearly with —and determine the complexity for  nodes as 
 (2) 
As we were minimizing communication when designing this algorithm, we found the lower 
bound for a calculation on a fully connected topology to be . As the algorithms 
are only sensitive to , the upper bound equals the lower bound: . As all other 
topologies can be built from the fully connected topology by omitting edges, the fully con-
nected topology must allow the minimal amount of communication possible. So, at the same 
time, we found the lower bounds for  in the general case: . 
This implicitly disproves conjecture 3.1, since for our problem an even lower complexity than 
 can be reached. We will now analyze if (and if so how) this minimal complexity can be 
reached in other topologies. 
II.3.3.2 Star Topology 
The star topology is characterized by one ‗hub‘ with direct connection to all other nodes. 
Hence, it has a direct neighborhood of  nodes. The neighbors themselves are not directly 
adjacent to each other. The minimal communication necessary in the star topology for calculat-
ing the covariance matrix is very similar to the communication considered in the fully con-
nected topology. The hub can receive all packages with one message each. This results in a 
complexity of . As soon as the packages are collected at the hub each package can 
be transmitted to any node with one message just as in the fully connected topology (
). The hub itself already has all the data it needs: thus according to equation 1 we have 
. 
 
 (3) 
The proposed algorithm for a star topology therefore realizes  and thus also the theo-
retical lower bound. 
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II.3.3.3 Line Topology 
In the line topology with  nodes  nodes have a degree of 2 and two nodes have a degree 
of 1. The algorithm for distributed calculation in a line topology is more complicated than in 
the two previous topologies. Basically there are two reasons for sending a package to a node: 
The node needs a package to calculate package combinations or the node has to relay the pack-
age to a neighbor. We will call the two nodes at the end of the line (each with a degree of 1) the 
‗outmost‘ nodes (in the example of figure 3: nodes  and ). For them it makes no sense to 
forward any packages as the only nodes they could send packages to are the nodes they re-
ceived the same packages from. Thus the only reason for sending data to the outmost nodes is 
their calculations to be done. On the other hand, the outmost nodes are not able to calculate all 
package combinations involving their own packages so they have to pass their packages on to 
their neighbors. As soon as this is finished one can treat the outmost nodes and their direct 
neighbors as a ‗black box‘ (here: , ). Again it makes no sense to send these black 
boxes more packages than they need to perform their calculations. And again they will pass 
their own data to their neighbors (  and ). As soon as this process is finished, one can again 
treat the black boxes and their direct neighbors like a larger black box (here: , 
). This can be iterated until the central node is reached from both directions, and 
then exchanges the data between the two halves of the line. 
In order to determine the complexity of this algorithm we will disregard smaller inaccuracies, 
like there are more computations possible with the available data than with the available com-
puting power or the fact that some combinations may already have been computed at on the 
other half. Quantifying the communication to the inside, denoted by  is like sending all pack-
ages to a central node which has the position  (from both ends of the line). 
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Figure 3: Communication in a line topology 
 
In the line topology, the communication can be expressed as a sum over the distances between 
all nodes and the central node. On each side there are  nodes. As the nodes are or-
dered in a line, when going from the calculating node to the outside of the line, each node‘s 
distance to the calculating node increases by one. The overall complexity can thus be described 
by twice the sum over an increasing control variable :  
 
(4) 
Quantifying the communication to the outside, denoted by , is more complex. The first ques-
tion arising is the number of packages to send into a black box. We define  as the iteration of 
our black box, with the first iteration ( ) describing a black box containing the outmost 
node, the second one describing a black box containing the outmost node and its direct neigh-
bor and so on. We also define  as the number of nodes in a black box,  as the 
number of combinations to be calculated in the black box,  as the minimally necessary 
number of packages to do these calculations (compare to equation 1), and finally  as the 
necessary number of messages that have to be sent to the black box. 
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The parameter  can be quantified by summing up the  for all the black boxes. As men-
tioned above there are black boxes for  and as the algorithm is applied 
from both sides of the line we have to count every black box twice.
23
 
 
(5) 
With  and  we can calculate the total number of messages for a line topology. 
 
(6) 
According to  for our proposed algorithm we have the first topology not allowing 
a distributed calculation in . 
II.3.3.4 Ring Topology 
The ring topology is a ring of  nodes with a degree of 2 each. The ring topology is quite simi-
lar to the line topology as it only consists out of one more edge, connecting the two ends of the 
                                                          
23
We approximate the sum by an integral with the same bounds. 
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line. As we can easily transform a ring into a line, the complexity for a ring topology is surely 
not higher than the complexity for a line topology. 
Figure 4: Example of a ring topology vs. line topology 
 
Having a closer look on the ring topology we can state that the maximal distance between two 
nodes is . This means that either ‘s package has to be transported to , or vice 
versa or ‘s and ‘s packages have both to be transported to  or to . Either way this causes 
 messages and for  nodes  messages. One can easily see, if every node 
behaves equally, every package combination can be calculated and all nodes and edges are 
equally utilized. The total number of messages for a ring topology can thus be described by 
 which is , too. 
II.3.3.5 Tree Topology 
We define the tree topology as a network structure whose nodes are arranged in a perfect -ary 
tree with a depth . The proposed algorithm is very similar to the line topology‘s. Its calcula-
tion first requires to determine the dependencies of the number of nodes , the depth of the tree 
 and the order of the tree . 
 
(7) 
By solving equation 7 to  we can determine the depth of a tree depending on its number of 
nodes and its order. 
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 (8) 
The number of messages to the root, , is then given by the tree‘s depth sum (the sum of all 
nodes‘ depths) and thus can be expressed as 
 
(9) 
The amount of communication to the other nodes is established by the least number of pack-
ages necessary to do all computations there. In order to determine the number of packages, we 
first need to quantify the number of nodes , in a subtree with its root in depth . We have 
. We define, in analogy to the line topology,  as the num-
ber of calculations to be done in the subtree,  as the necessary number of packages for 
these calculations and  as the necessary packages to transfer into the subtree. 
 
 
 
(10) 
The amount of communication to the outside , is the sum over all  for all depths and all 
subtrees at a specific depth. 
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(11) 
The overall number of messages necessary to perform a distributed calculation in a perfect tree 
is constituted as 
 
(12) 
Surprisingly, the perfect tree structure can also realize  although there is no direct 
similarity to the algorithms for the fully connected or the star topology. 
II.3.4 Generic Complexity Considerations 
Table 1: Communication Complexities of the Analyzed Topologies 
Topology Fully 
Connected 
Star 
Topology 
Line 
Topology 
Ring 
Topology 
Tree 
Topology 
Complexity      
Assuming optimality for the algorithms proposed in section 3, there is some interesting results 
worth to be pointed out. There seems to be no clear coherence between complexity and the 
number of edges relative to the number of nodes. In this section we will try to find a general 
way to determine the upper and lower bounds of complexity for an arbitrary topology. For 
enabling our proof we need an assumption regarding the availability of data. 
Assumption 5  Each node receives the packages it needs for its calculations from the nodes 
with the smallest distances first. Each of these nodes holds at least one required package.  
Obtaining packages from the nodes within the smallest distances first is certainly a good idea 
for minimizing the complexity. All required packages are available for the first node receiving 
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packages as any package is usable for calculation (no combinations have been calculated yet) 
and every node holds exactly one package. Taking this finding as a starting point we can make 
Proposition 1  The complexity for the distributed calculation of a covariance matrix in an 
arbitrary network structure is  and . 
We will prove these upper and lower bounds using the following 
Lemma 2  The marginal number of messages necessary for a single node in an arbitrary to-
pology that receives  packages is at least constant and grows at most linearly with each addi-
tional .  
Proof 3 We define the distance  between two (not necessarily distinct) nodes  and . 
The number of messages necessary for  to receive a package from  equals ’s distance to . 
To minimize communication  will receive the packages of the nodes with the smallest dis-
tances first. As  is part of a connected graph it has at least one direct neighbor  with 
. In the best case each package is available within a distance of  and can thus be 
received with a constant number of messages (exactly  message). In the worst case every node 
holds only one usable package and the next reachable node  is not a neighbor of  but of , 
so . Again, in the worst case, the next reach-
able node  is neither neighbor of  or  but a neighbor of  a.s.o. Generally: In the worst 
case with  denoting the th reachable node whose package is to be received at : 
. As  is constant, the 
necessary number of messages to receive  packages increases in the worst case linearly with 
each additional .  
With lemma 4.2 and assumption 5 we can prove proposition 4.1. 
Proof 4 The lower bound of a distributed calculation  has already been deduced before 
as . We can derive the upper bound of a distributed calculation 
 using almost the same model as for the lower bound. Equation 1 delivers the necessary 
number of packages for calculating one node’s workload (with  package combinations) as 
. According to lemma 4.2 the number of messages required to receive these packages 
grows at most linearly. Accounting for linear dependency in the worst case we derive an upper 
bound for the resulting complexity as 
 
(13) 
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As this is a worst case scenario we can state that . 
II.3.5 Conclusion 
In this paper we restricted our analysis to one well-defined problem: the grid-based calculation 
of covariance matrices. Although covariances are widely used in financial applications, we 
thereby covered only a small subset of risk management methods and algorithms. Other ap-
proaches and applications for grid computing (like e.g. Monte-Carlo simulations which have a 
high parallelization potential as well) still have to be evaluated.  
We considered different grid network topologies and scrutinized suitable algorithms for cova-
riance calculation on these network structures. From there we derived the corresponding com-
plexity classes for a distributed calculation on each topology. The basic algorithms proposed in 
this paper assume a very regular topology and an omniscient coordinator. Therefore none of 
them will be directly applicable to a real company‘s complex infrastructure. Nevertheless, 
when perceiving the nodes of the topology not as single workstations but as whole subsidiaries 
of a large enterprise an e.g. line topology is absolutely realistic. Furthermore the resulting 
complexity classes could in combination with a quantification for the benefits of the calcula-
tion be utilized for the determination of an optimal investment in covariance calculations. 
For an arbitrary topology these results are as well meaningful: For example when designing a 
specialized algorithm for a company‘s network infrastructure one can apply the insights gener-
ated by the algorithms proposed (e.g. that it makes sense to send as few packages to the out-
most nodes as possible). Furthermore, even if in a company‘s network each node‘s effort to 
receive data grows in a logarithmic fashion (e.g. if each node‘s degree is greater than ) one 
can use  
 as a benchmark for the design of a specific covariance calculation method. 
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III IT as an Object of Risk/Return Management 
This chapter includes only one paper: “Risk/Cost Valuation of Fixed Price IT Outsourcing in a 
Portfolio Context”, as described below. 
III.1 Risk/Cost Valuation of Fixed Price IT Outsourcing 
in a Portfolio Context 
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By optimizing its outsourcing strategy, a company faces the opportunity to lower the overall 
costs of its IT project portfolio. Without considering risk and diversification effects appro-
priately, companies make wrong decisions about how much of a project is reasonable to out-
source. In this paper, we elaborate a model to identify a project’s optimal degree of outsourc-
ing at a fixed price, considering both, costs and risks of software development, as well as di-
versification effects. We also examine optimal outsourcing degrees in an IT portfolio context. 
To date, it is common practice to decide on the implementation of projects first and then decide 
on outsourcing. We provide a model that enables companies to determine an optimal outsourc-
ing strategy which minimizes the total risk adjusted costs of an IT project portfolio by consi-
dering the portfolio decision and the selection of outsourcing degrees simultaneously. This 
model is then evaluated by simulation using real-world data. 
III.1-2 Risk/Cost Valuation of Fixed Price IT Outsourcing in a Portfolio Context 
III.1.1 Introduction 
According to Lacity and Hirschheim (1993) firms pursue outsourcing strategies to reduce costs 
and mitigate risks associated with their business processes. Increased competition forces com-
panies to deal with the cost cutting that is necessary to stay in business. Therefore, the market 
for outsourcing services increased significantly over time and is about to outgrow previous 
prospects (Aspray et al. 2006). IT service providers benefit from this development and become 
more specialized and competitive (Currie 1997). This provides the opportunity for companies 
to close more profitable outsourcing deals. Especially software development projects are af-
fected, in consideration of the fact that today software development skills are global commodi-
ties (Dutta and Roy 2005; Lacity and Willcocks 2003). It is of particular importance for com-
panies to identify a profitable software development outsourcing strategy, which encompasses 
not only strategic, but also economic and social perspectives (Lee et al. 2003). For the time 
being, in the majority of companies, a viable outsourcing strategy is either unknown or difficult 
to determine, because project evaluation processes are neither specified nor documented. 
Therefore, many companies struggle with the implementation of an integrative outsourcing 
strategy and still have difficulties to succeed in the implementation of IT projects. The Standish 
Group reports that two thirds of the IT projects fail or miss their targets (Standish Group 2006). 
On the contrary, Sauer et al. (2007) illustrate, when project risks are managed by a capable 
team, follow reasonable plans and tactics, and are of a manageable size, the outcomes are far 
better. To meet the desired requirement of making a project manageable, a project partitioning 
between a company and a service provider can be effective. Through outsourcing, projects can 
be managed more successfully (Slaughter and Ang 1996). Therefore, to enable a company to 
implement a profitable outsourcing strategy, we examine the effects of fixed price outsourcing 
on costs and risks of an IT project portfolio. 
In today‘s IT departments it is common practice to decide on the implementation of individual 
projects first and then to decide case by case if and to what extent a project shall be outsourced. 
We illustrate that this causes inferior results compared to a simultaneous selection of projects 
and respective outsourcing degrees. For this purpose we demonstrate how a company can iden-
tify the optimal outsourcing degree of a single project as well as an optimal set of outsourcing 
degrees for a project portfolio. Moreover, we examine the selection of outsourcing degrees for 
a previously determined project portfolio and compare the results to an integrated portfolio 
selection and outsourcing decision. We thus provide a formal-deductive model that enables 
companies to determine an optimal outsourcing strategy by considering the project portfolio 
selection and the decision on outsourcing degrees simultaneously. The validity of our results is 
documented by a simulation based on data gathered in a business context. We point out that 
there are up to now no scientific papers addressing this special characteristic of outsourcing. 
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Subsequent to a brief survey of the essential literature, we describe the basic setting and as-
sumptions of our approach. We first analyze a price negotiation between an outsourcing client 
and a service provider for a given degree of outsourcing. The risk-adjusted costs of a project 
constitute our objective function. From the objective function of a single project we deduce the 
one for multiple projects. We identify an optimal degree of outsourcing analytically – both, for 
a single project, as well as for an optimal vector of outsourcing degrees of a project portfolio. 
Then, we demonstrate our findings in a two projects example. We evaluate our model through 
simulations with real-world data. First, after describing the simulation framework, we simulate 
a fixed multiple projects portfolio and identify the best outsourcing solution. Second, we de-
termine an optimal project portfolio and subsequently identify its best combination of out-
sourcing degrees. Third, we compare these results with a simultaneously identified best portfo-
lio and its respective outsourcing degrees. Finally, we address practical implications, limita-
tions and prospects of our model. 
III.1.2 Literature Overview 
IT outsourcing is defined as the decision on relocating an IT department‘s tasks to a third party 
vendor, who conducts them and charges a certain fee for the service (Lacity and Hirschheim 
1993; Loh and Venkatraman 1992; Apte et al. 1997). The reasons for IT outsourcing are mani-
fold, e.g. excess human and technological resources, focusing on core competencies, and ex-
ploitation of global strategic advantages, just to name a few. But the main motive is the cost 
advantage outsourcing bears, if implemented appropriately (Standish Group 2006; Dibbern et 
al. 2004; Lacity and Willcocks 1998). To succeed in the implementation, firms need a strategy 
to manage the costs and risks of outsourcing decisions (Willcocks et al. 1999). In recent years, 
instead of closing ―outsourcing megadeals‖ selective outsourcing evolves, where companies 
decide deliberately on their outsourcing activities (Lacity et al. 1996). An integrated view of 
outsourcing, containing strategic, economic and social aspects, helps firms to realize the antic-
ipated gains (Lee et al. 2003). Aron et al. (2005) coin the term ―rightsourcing‖, which means 
that a conscious risk and relationship management with multiple outsourcing vendors enables 
companies to reap benefits. Besides the cost and efficiency benefits, drawbacks have to be 
taken into account, when deciding on outsourcing. Outsourcing can entail disadvantages like 
unauthorized knowledge transfer, inflexibility though long term contracts, poor relationship 
management and accompanying poor loyalty and quality (Bryce and Useem 1998). These 
drawbacks must be included into the evaluation of outsourcing decisions. The costs and risks 
of outsourcing need to be assessed carefully. Different methods of estimating development 
costs are discussed in Boehm et al. (2000). The estimation of the associated risk is equally 
important. Many articles focus on the qualitative assessment of risk, for example Willcocks et 
al. (1999) or Aron et al. (2005), whereas few focus on the quantification and computation of 
risk, like Aubert et al. (1999). 
III.1-4 Risk/Cost Valuation of Fixed Price IT Outsourcing in a Portfolio Context 
Another research stream relevant for our contribution is the theory on transaction costs of out-
sourcing. Besides the risky costs of development, transaction costs occur, if a project is out-
sourced to an IT service provider (Aubert et al. 2004; Lammers 2004). These costs can be split 
into fixed and variable transaction costs. Fixed transaction costs occur as soon as certain 
projects or fractions of a project are outsourced, for example costs of negotiation and project 
initiation (Patel and Subrahmanyam 1982). Variable transaction costs are dependent on the 
magnitude of the fraction or project outsourced, e.g. costs of communication and control (Dib-
bern et al. 2006).  
Investments in IT increased significantly over time, but the gains of successfully implemented 
IT projects are required to be managed alongside with the accompanying costs and risks, in 
order to reap worthwhile benefits. Therefore, firms are trying to establish a comprehensive IT 
portfolio management, in order to get the most advantageous rate of return (Weill and Aral 
2005; Oh et al. 2007). But still, shortfalls cause the failure of numerous IT projects (Standish 
Group 2006). Therefore, many papers address the issue of how to govern an IT project portfo-
lio. Quantitative approaches on IT portfolio management, e.g. Verhoef (2005), work with eco-
nomic theory such as the discounted cash flow but mostly omit interdependencies between 
projects. Some approaches model interdependencies by using Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) 
(Santhanam and Kyparisis 1996; Butler et al. 1999). Zimmermann et al. (2008) for example 
adapt the MPT to propose a decision model for global IT sourcing decisions. They consider the 
costs of site/project combinations as risky and build a portfolio optimization model. 
Like most of the aforementioned articles, our model does not consider the risk of outsourcing 
in its entirety (e.g. qualitative vs. quantitative risk, risk of costs vs. returns). Moreover, we only 
consider projects which fit into strategic considerations and passed the analysis of available 
resources and capabilities. In this model, we focus on one specific aspect of outsourcing. We 
provide an economic model that delivers relevant insights supporting the design of outsourcing 
decision processes in today‘s business. 
III.1.3 Model 
Our focus is the analysis of a situation where an outsourcing client tries to optimize the soft-
ware development outsourcing strategy by minimizing the risk adjusted total costs generated 
by a certain project portfolio. For reasons of simplicity we focus on costs of outsourcing only, 
as we consider the outsourcing client‘s cash inflows from a certain project to be independent 
from whether fractions of the projects are outsourced or not. For this paper, we model out-
sourcing as a fixed price and thus risk-free alternative for project development that can be used 
to control IT portfolio risk. Thereby, we define risk as a negative or positive deviation from an 
expected value (as common in finance). This corresponds to a business setting, where a con-
tract between the outsourcing client and the vendor assures characteristics and price of the 
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service. By outsourcing a fraction of a software development project at a fixed price, the asso-
ciated risk (according to our definition) can be conveyed to the vendor. By combining internal 
and external development of all projects in an efficient way, the risk adjusted costs of the IT 
project portfolio can be lowered to a minimum. To the best of our knowledge there are no 
further publications regarding this effect, so this is the first contribution to this area. 
In the following, each portfolio consists of a limited number of projects, each of which can be 
only conducted once. We consider two parties, a client as initiator of an IT project, and an IT 
service provider as possible contractor for partial or entire project development. For each single 
project, the client has to decide on the fraction that is outsourced to the IT service provider. 
The size of an outsourced fraction, in the following referred to as outsourcing degree, is our 
decision variable. We analyze if the appropriate selection of an outsourcing degree, which 
means an optimal combination of internal and external project development, has effects on the 
risk adjusted costs of a single project or a project portfolio. 
We only consider development activities, which can be outsourced. Essential project phases, 
which have to be accomplished internally, are not taken into account. For example, we exclude 
tasks concerning core competencies of the client, which cannot be outsourced, as well as cru-
cial project phases, e.g. requirements analysis. Especially the department which initiated the 
software request is essentially involved in the development process, at least by participating in 
the specification of the desired outcomes, like software characteristics concerning functionality 
and quality (Lacity et al. 1996). 
For a better understanding, we provide a rough overview over the influencing parameters be-
low, before we start specifying our assumptions. Since we focus on the costs of outsourcing 
only, we consider the outsourcing client‘s cash inflows on a certain project to be constant 
without considering the modality of development. The service provider‘s cash inflows are 
given by a certain reward he obtains for his work performed, in the following referred to as 
price for the externally developed fraction. In addition to the price, outsourcing a fraction of a 
project causes transaction costs at the client‘s side, which we consider risk-free. Table 1 pro-
vides a rough overview of the values relevant to the decisions of the respective party. 
Table 1: Overview of the Setting 
 Outsourcing Client Service Provider 
Risky costs  Costs of the internally 
developed fraction of a 
project 
 Costs of the fraction of a project de-
veloped on behalf of the client 
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Risk-free 
costs 
 Price for the externally 
developed fraction of a 
project 
 Fixed and variable transac-
tion costs 
 -- 
Sum  A project‘s risk-adjusted 
costs 
 Costs of the fraction of a project de-
veloped on behalf of the client 
   
Cash inflow  Cash inflow of a project  Price for externally developed fraction 
of a project 
To distinguish the parameters of the two parties, we introduce  as a subscript representing 
internal, client-related variables and  as a subscript representing external, service provider-
related variables. The variable  is a subscript referencing an arbitrary but defi-
nite project, with for example  for project #7. As stated above, the internal costs caused 
by a certain project are risky. The outsourcing client wants to outsource a fraction of a project 
to minimize the risk adjusted costs of development. To model this situation, we make the fol-
lowing simplifying assumption 1: 
Assumption 1 
The costs of an entire project  are  for internal development at the client’s responsibility 
and  for external development at the service provider’s responsibility. Both are normally 
distributed, i.e.  and . 
To decide under which conditions an outsourcing agreement is advantageous for the parties 
involved, we have to model the pricing of an outsourced project that, in reality, would be sub-
ject to negotiation. The outcome of this price assessment for each single project is determined 
by the client‘s and the provider‘s decision rules, which are specified by their respective risk 
adjusted costs as described in assumption 2: 
Assumption 2 
The risk adjusted costs are measured by both parties and follow the general structure 
 with  denoting the expected value of the costs,  denoting its standard deviation. We 
define  as the parameter of risk aversion. The outsourcing client and the service provider 
are risk-averse regarding costs. The risk adjusted costs of the outsourcing client shall be mi-
nimized. 
The risk adjusted costs correspond to a preference function which is developed according to 
established methods of decision theory and integrates an expected value, its deviation, and the 
decision maker‘s risk aversion. A related model has been developed by Freund (1956). It was 
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applied in similar contexts over the last decades, for example by Hanink (1985) and Zimmer-
mann et al. (2008). Since normally distributed random variables and risk-averse decision mak-
ers are considered, this preference function and its corresponding utility function are compati-
ble to the Bernoulli principle (Franke and Hax 2004; Bernoulli 1954). The parameter , 
, conforms to , the Arrow-Pratt characterization of risk aversion (Arrow 1971), but 
since we focus on costs not on returns, the algebraic sign changes. Here,  indicates risk 
aversion. The lower the value of , the more risk-averse is the decision maker. 
According to assumption 2, the risk adjusted costs of an entire single project  follow the 
structure  for the outsourcing client and  for the service 
provider, respectively. For reasons of simplicity and to be able to identify an efficient outsourc-
ing degree, we state the following assumption 3: 
Assumption 3 
A project is infinitely divisible between internal and external development. Every fraction of a 
project is perfectly correlated to every other fraction. Equal sized fractions of a project carry 
the same risk. 
In the past, due to interdependencies in development tasks, a project could not be cut into arbi-
trary pieces, several cohesive parts existed. Due to recent developments in computing concepts, 
like service oriented architectures, software development becomes more rapid, competitive, 
transparent and flexible. Formerly, complex and complicated amounts of source code where 
produced, nowadays distinct modules of software can be developed independently from each 
other. Therefore, the assumption of divisibility, or at least a convergence to infinite divisibility, 
is justifiable. For example Zimmermann et al. (2008) make an analogous assumption. 
As a consequence of assumption 3 there is a proportional relationship between the volume of a 
project‘s fraction and the costs and associated risks, respectively. This implies that the larger a 
considered fraction of a project, the higher the costs of development and the higher the asso-
ciated standard deviation. This is obviously simplifying matters, as different phases of software 
projects naturally carry different risk and costs (Conrow and Shishido 1997). Nevertheless, a 
differentiation between project phases goes beyond the scope of this paper and is subject to 
further work in this area. 
To identify the optimal degree of outsourcing, we define the decision variable , , 
as the percentage of a project‘s costs that refers to external development (at the service provid-
er‘s responsibility). Therefore,  is the percentage of a project‘s costs that refers to 
internal development (at the outsourcing client responsibility). The outsourcing degree  
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stands for a project that is developed completely externally,  for a project that is devel-
oped completely internally. 
If a fraction of a project is outsourced to an IT service provider, transaction costs occur. These 
are for example costs of communication and coordination (Aubert et al. 2004). Transaction 
costs are either dependent on the fractions‘ size, or become due independently of the magni-
tude of the outsourced fraction. Therefore, we state the following assumption 4: 
Assumption 4 
When a project  is outsourced to a service provider with an outsourcing degree , risk-
free transaction costs  occur, consisting of fixed transaction costs  and variable trans-
action costs . 
The fixed transaction costs are considered through a signum function
24
. The variable transac-
tion costs are composed of the cost factor , multiplied with the volume of the outsourced 
fraction . Therefore, the term for the transaction costs follows the structure stated below. 
 (1) 
Transaction costs are risk-free and become due as soon as a fraction of a project is outsourced. 
Besides the transaction costs, the externally developed fraction causes costs to the outsourcing 
client in terms of a price  that the service provider demands from the client for the ser-
vice offered. The service provider and the client agree on this price, as well as on all specifica-
tions of the service, by contract. 
Assumption 5 
The service’s characteristics and quality, as well as a certain price, are contractually assured 
and carry no risk for the client. 
As a consequence of assumptions 1, 3 and 5, the client‘s expected costs of a project  with an 
external developed fraction , have the distribution parameters  and 
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The signum function implies, that for , the term for the fixed transaction costs turns 0. 
Then, the entire project is developed internally, thus no transaction costs occur. For , the 
term turns 1, i.e. if fractions of the project are outsourced. Then, the full amount of fixed trans-
action costs becomes due (Courant and John 1965). 
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. The service provider‘s expected costs of a project  have the distribution parameters 
 and , respectively. 
The negotiation of the price for the externally developed fraction is, in reality, a process of 
several bargaining rounds, which are difficult to picture. However, the bargaining positions of 
the two parties can be modeled by inserting the aforementioned distribution parameters into the 
valuation equations. The pricing function for an outsourced project fraction is derived in the 
following section. 
III.1.3.1 Price Assessment 
We use the individual preferences of the two parties to serve as a valuation criterion. There-
fore, the price is assessed on the basis of the risk adjusted costs of the client, on the one hand, 
and the risk adjusted costs of the service provider, on the other. As can be seen in Table 1, the 
risk adjusted costs of the client are made up of the internal risk adjusted development costs, the 
assessed price of the external fraction, and the transaction costs. In contrast, the risk adjusted 
costs of the service provider are made up of the external risk adjusted development costs, only. 
Consequently, for each project a price assessment according to the following scheme takes 
place. 
The price  for a certain externally developed fraction of a project  ranges between an 
upper bound , determined by the client‘s willingness to pay, and a lower bound , 
determined by the service provider‘s minimum asking price. Between these limits, the two 
parties agree on an assessment outcome. 
The client‘s willingness to pay for the external developed fraction is determined by the risk 
adjusted costs the development of the external fraction would cause internally. The client de-
termines his maximum price by evaluating the risk adjusted costs which would occur if he 
develops the entire project by himself. Therefore, the upper bound consists of the costs and risk 
of the supposed additionally internally developed fraction. The covariance between the costs of 
the already internally developed fraction  and the supposed additionally internally 
developed fraction  adjusts the aforementioned risk. Then, the sum of the transaction costs is 
subtracted. This concludes in the following formula 1: 
 
 
(2) 
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For a single project, the client is willing to agree on every contract with a price below , 
whereby a preferably low price is aspired. If the price exceeds , the client would prefer 
to develop the entire project internally. If the price is equal to , the client is indifferent 
between internal and external development. 
The price‘s lower bound is determined by the minimum price the service provider must 
achieve to obtain at least his risk adjusted costs, given the size of the fraction he is going to 
develop. The specific risk adjusted costs of the service provider are the following. 
 (3) 
For a single project, the service provider is willing to agree upon every contract with a price 
above ), whereby a preferably high price is aspired. If the price falls below , the 
service provider is not willing to enter the commitment. If the price is equal to , the ser-
vice provider is indifferent whether to close the contract or not. 
Since we consider risk averse decision makers, the parameter  is negative. Therefore,  
is positive as long as fixed transaction costs do not overweigh the advantages of outsourcing 
and  is always positive. If an agreement interval between the two boarders exists, an 
outsourcing decision is favorable and a room to negotiate can be shared among the involved 
parties. This is the case only if  with  Figure 1 shows the upper and lower 
bounds and the resulting agreement interval (price range). 
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Figure 1: Price Range for External Development 
 
Prior research offers different schemes of partitioning agreement intervals (Krapp and Wot-
schofsky 2004). This, however, goes beyond the scope of our paper. We present a very generic 
model that can be adapted to map different approaches. Therefore, we introduce the parameter 
.  indicates a specific pricing interval share of a party. An agreement with  
would indicate an outcome at the lower bound, which would be favored by the client, whereas 
for a single project the service provider would be indifferent between closing the contract or 
not. An agreement with  would indicate an outcome at the upper bound, which would be 
favored by the service provider, whereas for a single project the client would be indifferent 
between outsourcing and internal development of the specific project‘s fraction. These solu-
tions are for the sole benefit of one party and thus not realistic. Therefore, we only consider 
. 
Thus, the price  of each externally developed fraction is determined by the following 
formula. 
 
 
(4) 
Upper bound of
price range U(λg)
Lower bound of
price range L(λg)
Price range for
external development
1
λg
Monetary
units
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 depends on the existence of an agreement interval, therefore it is only defined for 
. For reasons of simplicity and to avoid case differentiations in the follow-
ing we presume that  is defined for all outsourcing degrees
25
 . 
III.1.3.2 Derivation of the Objective Function 
The client‘s risk adjusted costs of development constitute the objective function which is to be 
minimized by choosing an optimal . They consist of the risky internal development costs and 
risk-free terms for transaction costs and the assessed price. The term of the transaction costs 
follows equation (1). The price term follows equation (4). We regard these functions and all 
variables besides  as exogenously given, and integrate them into the objective function. 
Thus, the costs of single project  are represented by a normally distributed random variable 
with distribution parameters 
 
 
 
(5) 
as expected value, and 
 (6) 
as standard deviation. Therefore, with respect to assumption 2, a single project‘s risk adjusted 
costs are modeled according to the following structure. 
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Special calculational cases might occur in boundary areas of the upper and lower bound, thus 
a pricing interval might not exist. Since the market for specialized and competitive service 
providers is flourishing, we suppose that in reality an outsourcing vendor willing to provide the 
service can be found for any outsourcing degree. On this condition, a positive price interval 
exists for all relevant cases. 
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(7) 
With multiple projects, the expected costs of the projects, the prices for external development, 
and the transaction costs are added up to the total portfolio costs. The indices  and  are refe-
rencing all projects  considered in the portfolio. The vector  contains 
the outsourcing degrees of all projects. Therefore, expected total portfolio costs are 
 (8) 
However, there are dependencies between the different projects‘ costs that are accounted for 
using correlation coefficients , . Please note that we only consider positively 
correlated projects as a negative correlation of projects is uncommon in reality (this would 
mean that good performance of one project systematically causes bad performance of another 
and vice versa). The standard deviation of the total portfolio costs including the diversification 
effects is 
 (9) 
To simplify matters, we do not include diversification effects in the pricing term – neither for 
the outsourcing client, nor the service provider – as this might lead to complex variations of the 
upper and lower bound. Due to these effects the service provider might be able to offer a lower 
price and the outsourcing client might be willing to pay a higher price. Thus, the price range 
would be broader than stated above. Besides, diversification effects in the pricing term would 
raise questions about the sequence of project investments. Each project would change the port-
folio which serves as evaluation basis for the subsequent price negotiation. These effects would 
amplify the complexity of our model. Since the characteristics of the pricing term would not 
change severely due to the inclusion of diversification effects, and since it would have low 
impact on the main results of this paper, we neglect these effects that however might be subject 
to further research. 
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Instead, we take the pricing term as given and focus on the client‘s point of view. Therefore, 
the price equation for a portfolio of projects is 
 
 
(10) 
Consequently, the risk adjusted total portfolio costs are modeled according to the following 
structure. 
 
(11) 
Before exploring a situation where a company has to determine  for multiple 
projects in a portfolio view, we initially focus on the determination of a single project‘s optim-
al outsourcing degree. Considering a single project‘s internal development costs and the price 
paid for an externally developed fraction, the client faces many different internal/external de-
velopment compositions, i.e. different values for , to get to the desired outcome of imple-
menting a certain project. Therefore, to provide a basis for the following extensions of our 
model, a first research question can be posed: Which degree of outsourcing should a client 
choose for a single project to minimize the risk adjusted costs of a software development 
project? 
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III.1.3.3 Outsourcing of a Single Project 
In this section the client considers only one software development project . As an equation 
containing a signum function is not continuously differentiable, we address the fixed transac-
tion costs later on, when we simulate the results for multiple projects. For now, to be able to 
solve the optimization problem analytically, we set the fixed transaction costs . 
The formation of the objective function to be minimized for a single project follows the 
scheme pictured in the previous section. In the first step we neglect that  to obtain a 
possible minimal solution . To fulfill the first order condition for optimality, we set the first 
derivative with respect to  equal to 0. 
 (12) 
We solve the equation for  and get 
 (13) 
To fulfill the second order condition, the second derivative with respect to  has to be larger 
than zero  
 (14) 
To obtain a global minimum neglecting that , the first and second order conditions 
have to be fulfilled. With all exogenous parameters in the previously defined domains, the 
second order condition (formula 14) is always true. Accounting for , the parameter 
 constitutes an optimum, only if . If  takes values below zero or larger than 
1, we choose the optimal solutions  for any , and  for any . 
In equation (13) the denominator, consisting of the combined risks of internal and external 
development, is always negative, since the parameter for risk aversion  is below zero. Regard-
ing the numerator, the algebraic sign can change with a shift in costs. It shows the variable 
transaction costs, the spread between internal and external development costs, and the risk 
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associated with internal development, adjusted by the parameter for risk aversion. This means 
that costs caused by outsourcing are compared to costs caused by internal development. If the 
costs of outsourcing overweigh the costs of internal development, the numerator turns positive. 
Hence, , which means that no outsourcing occurs. Else, if the costs of inter-
nal development overweigh the costs of outsourcing, the numerator turns negative. So,  and 
 turn larger than zero which means that outsourcing occurs. The magnitude of the deter-
mined optimal outsourcing degree depends on the risk adjusted cost advantage of either devel-
opment option. 
Figure 2: Optimal Outsourcing Degree of a Single Project 
 
Figure 2 shows the decreasing risk adjusted internal development costs and the increasing price 
for the outsourced fraction subject to an increasing outsourcing degree. The overall risk ad-
justed costs of a single project are shown as aggregation of the two slopes, in the upper part of 
the chart. There, the optimal outsourcing degree can be identified at the curves minimum. 
The optimal outsourcing degree is determined by the minimal risk adjusted costs. In the fol-
lowing, we expand our model to identify optimal outsourcing degrees of projects within a port-
folio. Since companies conduct multiple projects simultaneously, we capture a multiple 
projects portfolio in the following section. Therefore, a second research question can be posed: 
Monetary
units
1
λg
Risk adjusted single
project costs Φ(λg)
Price and transaction
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externally developed
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2
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Which degrees of outsourcing should a client choose for a given multiple projects portfolio to 
minimize the risk adjusted total portfolio costs? 
III.1.3.4 Outsourcing of a Multiple Projects Portfolio 
The client considers multiple software development projects in a portfolio. In the following, we 
want to determine the optimal outsourcing degrees of projects analytically within a portfolio 
view. As stated in the single project scenario, for reasons of simplicity, fixed transaction costs 
are not considered. Besides that, the objective function is still built according to the principles 
stated above. 
We now face a multivariate optimization problem with a vector of decision variables 
. Again, in the first step we neglect that  to obtain the vector  that con-
tains a possible minimal solution. The first order condition for optimality with respect to every, 
arbitrary but definite  with  follows the structure 
 
 
(15) 
Solving this equation
26
 for every  we get . To analyze the curvature, we have to build a 
Hessian matrix, consisting of all second order partial derivatives of the objective function. 
Differentiating twice with respect to any , the second order partial derivatives follow the 
structure 
 (16) 
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The equation is obviously difficult to solve for  in general. See equations (19) and (20) for 
an example on two projects. 
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They form the main diagonal of the Hessian matrix. The second order partial derivatives of the 
objective function with respect to any , with  as subscript referencing another arbitrary 
but definite project and , follow the structure 
 (17) 
Apart from the main diagonal, they form the lower and upper triangular matrix of the Hessian 
matrix, which is built according to the following scheme. 
 (18) 
To obtain a global minimum neglecting that , the first and second order conditions 
have to be fulfilled. The second order condition demands that the Hessian matrix has to be 
positive definite, which is always true with all exogenous parameters in the previously defined 
domains, since  for any . Accounting for , the vector  consti-
tutes an optimum, if . If any element of , e.g. , takes values below zero or larger 
than 1 the optimal solution is more complex to determine. On independent examination – as 
stated in the single project view – the solutions , or , respectively would be 
favorable for any individual project . Nevertheless, due to the form of the objective function 
, every element of  depends on all other elements of  in an optimal portfolio. Therefore, 
the optimality of the objective function cannot be assured when adapting a single . As nonli-
near optimization goes beyond the scope of this paper we assume for the following two 
projects example . Later on, we overcome this problem and the assumption  
by using simulation. 
III.1.3.4.1 Two Projects Example 
We now analyze a two projects setting for the projects  and , respectively. Figure 3 shows 
the total risk adjusted costs of a two projects portfolio subject to two outsourcing degrees  
and . 
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The total risk adjusted costs minimizing outsourcing degrees,  and , can be quantified as 
follows 
 (19) 
and 
 (20) 
Figure 3: Optimal Outsourcing Degrees of Two Projects 
 
As stated in the single project view, the denominators of both,  and , are always negative, 
the extension by constants do not change any findings. The numerator contains the spread in 
risk-adjusted costs of outsourcing and internal development and is of either sign depending on 
the profitability of either option.  
In the previous sections we do not take fixed transaction costs into consideration. Therefore, 
our results favor outsourcing even on condition that the fixed transaction costs exceed the sav-
ings due to outsourcing. Moreover, with our analytical approach we are not able to assure solu-
tions within the domain of  in every case. To eliminate such distortions and to provide more 
findings, we will use simulations in the following. 
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Φ
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III.1.3.4.2 Framework for the Simulations 
For the findings shown in the following sections, we generated a set of project parameters and 
outsourcing reference values to run the simulations, pictured in the graphs below. We sug-
gested the following input parameters for twelve projects: expected costs, standard deviations, 
parameters of risk aversion, price assessment outcomes, correlation coefficients and 
fixed/variable transaction costs. For the estimates we adopted the proportions of the expected 
values and standard deviations of Zimmermann et al. (2008). The values are based on real 
business case data of a major IT service provider, whose identity is disguised for reasons of 
confidentiality. The correlation coefficients are randomly generated, equally distributed num-
bers between 0 and 1. For reasons of comparability we assumed equal returns of all projects. 
For the outsourcing degrees, we created 24,000 equally distributed reference values for each 
project. The probabilities of no outsourcing and total outsourcing were manually set to 5% 
each. Otherwise, these realistic decisions would be underrepresented in our random numbers.  
For simplifying matters of expression, we use the term ―efficient‖ for non-dominated results of 
our simulation, although we are aware of the fact that they could be dominated by results of a 
full enumeration or an analytical optimization (either one of them is very difficult to realize, 
therefore we proceed with a simulation). 
III.1.3.4.3 Outsourcing of Multiple Projects within a Fixed Project Portfolio 
The client considers  given software development projects in a portfolio. The expected 
values and standard deviations of the 12-projects-portfolio with different outsourcing degrees 
are shown in the following diagram. 
Figure 4: Fixed Project Portfolio with Random Outsourcing Degrees 
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Figure 4 shows a scatter plot of possible outsourcing alternatives for the fixed portfolio. A 
frontier of efficient portfolios is shown in dark grey. If the outsourcing client considers portfo-
lio dependencies in the selection of the outsourcing degrees, a superior solution can be 
achieved. The arrow indicates the portfolio with the best allocation of outsourcing degrees 
identified during the simulation, which is the portfolio with the lowest risk adjusted total costs, 
amounting to . These solutions are only non-dominated but not necessarily op-
timal, because results are derived by simulation and not by optimization. 
So far, we only considered a given set of projects and combined them into one portfolio and 
plotted it with multiple outsourcing degrees. However, a client faces multiple options to choose 
from and to build an efficient project portfolio. Therefore, we will picture the portfolio choice 
process and show its effects on the best solution. Therefore, a fourth research question can be 
posed: Is it more favorable to determine efficient outsourcing degrees for a previously selected 
optimal portfolio than to simultaneously select both, projects and their respective outsourcing 
degrees? 
III.1.3.4.4 Outsourcing of Multiple Projects within an ex ante Determined 
Portfolio 
To evaluate the first part of our research question, we consider a selection of an optimal project 
portfolio with  out of  projects. We build the portfolios using complete enumeration 
then we pick the optimal one, which is the portfolio with the lowest risk adjusted total costs. 
Subsequently, for each project within the optimal portfolio 24,000 random, equally distributed 
outsourcing degrees are determined by simulation. Amongst all possible outsourcing combina-
tions the best portfolio solution is identified.  
In figure 5, the red dots show all efficient expected value- and standard deviation- combina-
tions of portfolio selections without outsourcing. The optimal portfolio has total risk adjusted 
costs . All efficient portfolio combinations of partially outsourced projects are 
pictured in blue. One can see that the portfolios of partially outsourced projects dominate sev-
eral efficient portfolios without outsourcing and therefore might be favored by the client. The 
best portfolio solution with outsourcing amounting to , is again denoted by an 
arrow. The portfolio with outsourcing is superior  to the portfolio without outsourc-
ing. 
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Figure 5: Subsequent Selection of Projects and Outsourcing 
 
We examined an ex ante portfolio choice with a subsequent selection of outsourcing degrees. 
We now want to see if a simultaneous portfolio choice and selection of outsourcing degrees 
will lead to an even better solution. 
III.1.3.4.5 Outsourcing of Multiple Projects with Simultaneous Portfolio 
Selection 
In contrast to established business processes where outsourcing decisions are made after the 
decision on the composition of the project portfolio, we now choose  out of   projects 
with their  outsourcing degrees simultaneously. 
Figure 6: Simultaneous Selection of Projects and Outsourcing 
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Figure 6 shows a portfolio choice of  out of  projects and subsequent selection of  indi-
vidual outsourcing degrees for the predetermined portfolio projects as established in the pre-
vious paragraph. Furthermore it shows the simultaneous selection of  out of  projects and  
associated outsourcing degrees of all possible projects. This leads to portfolio compositions 
from which the best possible portfolio with  can be determined (indicated by an 
arrow). The simultaneous selection of projects and outsourcing degrees gets to a superior solu-
tion (+ ) compared to the subsequent selection, where only the outsourcing degrees of 
the predetermined portfolio are part of the simulation. Compared to the portfolio without out-
sourcing, the simultaneous selection of projects and outsourcing degrees is superior, too 
(+ ). Although the improvement might seem small at first sight, the benefit companies 
might realize should not be underestimated. Above, we compare our finally best portfolio to an 
already optimized portfolio without outsourcing, but to date, companies rarely use effective 
portfolio optimization to decide on outsourcing their IT projects. The reference values for 
comparison would therefore be lower in reality and the potential gains are higher. Furthermore, 
a major company with a corresponding IT budget might realize substantial absolute savings. 
III.1.3.5 Practical Implications, Limitations and Conclusion 
Today, companies increasingly realize the relevance of IT portfolio management in general as 
well as in the context of IT outsourcing. Thereby, they extend their focus from a pure cash-
flow oriented view to a more generic one and integrate risk and dependencies into their deci-
sions. Nevertheless, these approaches are often pragmatic and methodically weak. The vision 
of a value adding quantitative IT portfolio management requires methodically rigor models that 
deliver initial reasonable results, although they might not be suitable to be applied in practice 
without adjustments. 
Although it bears great cost reduction potential, still little research exists in the field of fixed 
price outsourcing and its effects on an IT project portfolio. This paper provides a quantitative 
model to help companies to improve their IT outsourcing strategies. Including interdependen-
cies between projects as well as transaction costs, we find that outsourcing an appropriate frac-
tion of an IT project can enable a company to minimize the risk adjusted costs of a project, as 
well as of a project portfolio. Moreover, we discover that the simultaneous selection of out-
sourcing degrees and best project portfolio may lead to even lower risk adjusted total costs than 
the subsequent determination of the best project portfolio and outsourcing degrees. 
This is of special importance as today‘s IT decision processes mostly feature subsequent deci-
sions only. Companies usually decide on projects first and then evaluate possible outsourcing 
settings. The restricting assumptions of this paper are necessary to show analytically that this 
bears optimization potential. Relaxing these restrictions would make an analytical solution 
impossible. But still, there is no obvious reason, why these effects should not occur. A business 
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oriented model which is directly applicable but still methodically rigor will be the objective of 
further research in this area. Therefore, every limitation of this paper has to be addressed sepa-
rately and analyzed profoundly. 
First, the exclusion of risk for a fixed price outsourced fraction might not necessarily picture 
reality, because for example default risks remain. In terms of this paper, these additional risks 
could be pictured by introducing price and transaction costs as random variables. This leads to 
a gain in complexity because all correlations between in- and outsourced fractions would have 
to be considered. This major extension of the model is our current work-in-progress. It will 
also include the analysis of contract types, other than fixed price outsourcing. Furthermore, we 
currently neglect varying returns of projects and assume them to be constant regardless of the 
degree of outsourcing. The implementation of projects by a specialized service provider might 
however have positive and negative impacts on the return, e.g. through influences outlined in 
agency theory. This would provide a more eclectic picture of reality. 
Also, we assume infinite divisibility of projects to be able to build continuous functions and 
their derivatives in order to derive our results analytically. However, one has to admit that 
dividing arbitrary parts of projects might be technically impossible or irrational concerning 
economical aspects. In contrast, discrete partitioning might lead to inferior absolute outcomes. 
Nevertheless, the model can be used to heuristically approximate discrete results as a basis for 
an in-depth analysis. Additionally, the linear relationship of the fraction‘s size to costs and risk, 
requested in assumption 3, might lead to a loss in generality, since different parts of a project 
might entail distinct values of costs and risks. Separate observation of different project parts 
with different risk/cost structures might be a practical addition. Moreover, we include risk 
diversification effects in the objective function, but neglect them in the price assessment – for 
both, the outsourcing client and the service provider. The effects on the price range might as 
well be subject to further model extensions. Finally, our model pictures ex ante decisions only. 
The development of an integrated model considering the existing project portfolio as well as 
the decision on additional projects might be of great significance to practitioners as well as to 
researchers.  
Although the model pictures reality in a constrained way, it provides a basis for firms to plan 
and improve their outsourcing strategies. Thereby, it is not only of high relevance to business 
practice, but also provides a theoretically sound economical approach. 
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IV Conclusion and Outlook 
This chapter contains in section IV.1 a summary of the main results and in section I.2 an out-
look on further areas of research. Both sections are again separated by the two perspectives: IT 
as an instrument and as an object of risk/return management. 
IV.1 Conclusion 
Chapters II and III show that information technology plays an important role for risk/return 
management. The papers not only include relevant models on using IT for risk/return manage-
ment, but also on managing IT outsourcing projects from a risk/return perspective. 
IV.1.1 IT as an Instrument of Risk/Return Management 
(Chapter II) 
In P1, we considered a company that has to decide on the amount of capital reserved to cover 
potential losses resulting from a risky investment portfolio. The paper shows how to measure 
the economic value that can be derived from IT supported risk/return management calculations. 
We developed an optimization model that delivers the optimal amount of computing capacity 
that should be allocated to risk calculations at a time. Thereby, we restricted our analysis to one 
well-defined risk/return management problem: Covariances are fundamental and widely used 
in financial applications. Nevertheless, there are numerous other risk/return management me-
thods and algorithms. Still, most of the basic principles introduced in this paper can be adapted 
to those scenarios and to more sophisticated and complex surroundings. 
In addition, we described in P2 that highly volatile market parameters, as observed during the 
financial and economic crisis, result in varying demand for computing capacity making a ser-
vice oriented infrastructure especially advantageous. With a service-oriented infrastructure, an 
economic optimum regarding the allocated computing capacity can be reached at any time, as 
resources can easily be reallocated. With a dedicated system where expected values are applied 
for capacity planning the economic optimum is systematically missed due to market parame-
ters deviating from prior expectations. By analyzing the different cost structures, we were able 
to provide a rule for decisions on service oriented infrastructures vs. dedicated systems. 
P3 is a more technically oriented publication: It contains different grid network topologies and 
suitable algorithms for covariance calculation on these network structures. Furthermore, I de-
rived the corresponding complexity classes for a distributed calculation on each topology. 
These results are again highly relevant from a business perspective: When designing a specia-
lized algorithm for a company‘s (arbitrary) network infrastructure, one can apply the insights 
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of this paper, and benchmark own algorithms against the theoretically derived complexity 
classes. 
Altogether, P1, P2, and P3 provide meaningful insights for the use of IT as an instrument for 
risk/return management. Nevertheless, this dissertation is only a foundation: Implementing 
improved risk/return management in today‘s value networks requires plenty of further research 
in this area that will be described in section I.2. 
IV.1.2 IT as an Object of Risk/Return Management 
(Chapter III) 
Today, most companies start to extend their focus on IT projects from a pure cash-flow 
oriented view to a more generic one that integrates risk and dependencies into their decisions. 
Therefore, they increasingly realize the relevance of IT portfolio management in general, as 
well as in the special context of IT outsourcing. Nevertheless, practical approaches are often 
pragmatic and methodically weak. P4 follows the vision of a value adding quantitative IT port-
folio management. This requires methodically rigor models that deliver initial reasonable re-
sults, although they might not be suitable to be applied in practice without adjustments. Relax-
ing the necessary restrictions would make an analytical solution impossible. Nevertheless, 
there is no obvious reason, why the identified effects should not occur in a more complex mod-
el setting or in reality. 
Concerning the field of fixed price outsourcing and its effects on an IT project portfolio, there 
exists only little literature, although we were able to show that it bears great cost reduction 
potential. The quantitative model developed in P4 can help companies to improve their IT 
outsourcing strategies. Outsourcing an appropriate fraction of an IT project can enable a com-
pany to minimize the risk adjusted costs of a project, as well as of a project portfolio. Moreover 
we illustrated, that today‘s usual process of deciding on the implementation of individual 
projects first, and deciding afterwards and case by case, if and to what extent a project shall be 
outsourced, delivers suboptimal results: The simultaneous selection of outsourcing degrees and 
a best project portfolio can lead to significantly lower risk adjusted total costs, especially for a 
major company with a corresponding IT budget. 
The research area ―IT as an object of risk/return management‖ still offers just as many oppor-
tunities for further research as the papers described in chapter II. The following section I.2 will 
therefore contain outlooks for both major topics of this dissertation. 
Outlook IV-3 
IV.2 Outlook 
Chapters II and III addressed the two perspectives of risk/return management on information 
technology: IT as an instrument and as an object of risk/return management. The respective 
papers focused on certain parts of these manifold research areas, only. For this reason, in the 
following, I will not only describe possible extensions on the presented work, but also on the 
research area as a whole. 
IV.2.1 IT as an Instrument of Risk/Return Management 
(Chapter II) 
Risk/return management has already been supported by corresponding IT before and during the 
FEC. However, in the majority of cases, the support was implemented in isolated application 
systems, and therefore neglecting interdependencies, for example between different business 
sections. To support a value based management and to satisfy regulatory transparency require-
ments as well as legal reporting obligations, enterprises need a companywide consistent data-
base with return and risk information. Although there are technical approaches, in order to 
implement integrated management support systems that are usable for different purposes (e.g. 
data warehouse technology), appropriate financial methods are still lacking: Decisions rules 
(e.g. on acquiring or accepting a new customer, investing in new asset classes, establishing 
new business processes, or initiating a data warehouse project) must take into account both 
dimensions, risk and return. This requirement is often not met in practice nowadays. Further-
more, these decision rules must be consistent and compatible to incentives throughout the 
company. 
Therefore, the vision of a companywide risk/return management depends on an adequately 
designed IT environment: All assets and their corresponding risk have to be modeled and va-
luated in a consistent manner and all decisions concerning the risk/return position have to be 
made according to the same rules, even in different business contexts. Therefore, IT must pro-
vide a standardized integration concept throughout the company and its value network. 
IT landscapes are often wildly grown, scattered and therefore already difficult to overview. 
Incorporating risk/return management functionality into such landscapes is a complex task, 
which will require a flexible architecture that supports mapping and reengineering of existing 
business processes and application systems. To reduce complexity, software must be decom-
posed into smaller functional units (e.g. services for calculating reusable intermediate results or 
different risk and return measures). When designing functional units, factors like usage fre-
quency, corresponding computing time, and protocol overhead have to be taken into account. 
Furthermore, data which are necessary for risk/return management, but currently not stored 
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within the IT system have to be collected into existing or newly modeled data structures. A lot 
of data might have been already stored in existing databases that are distributed over the com-
pany‘s information system. Again, as huge sets of data are concerned and as time is a critical 
factor, existing data warehousing methods might not suffice. 
Last but not least, due to dynamic markets, IT must be able to make extensive calculations in 
very short time. As described in detail in this dissertation P1, P2, and P3 are first contributions 
to understand the utility of service-oriented infrastructures and especially grid computing to 
reach this objective. Nevertheless, these approaches can be extended both, from an economic 
and from a technical point of view. Other methods of measuring risk and other technologies 
(e.g. In-Memory-Databases) still have to be evaluated. 
IV.2.2 IT as an Object of Risk/Return Management 
(Chapter III) 
As described in chapters I and III, IT projects and assets are an interesting object of risk/return 
management. Although paper P4 necessarily includes some strong assumptions, its results are 
still able to help companies improve their outsourcing strategies. Accordingly, it is not only 
rigor, but also relevant for business practice. 
Nevertheless, P4 covers effects of IT projects on other IT projects, only. In the context of a 
companywide risk/return management, dependencies between IT assets and e.g. customers, 
stocks and all other asset classes need to be analyzed and quantified. For example, the imple-
mentation of a customer relationship management system might bear a lot of risk and cost. 
Still, it might increase customer satisfaction and thus increase return from customers and lower 
the risk of customer migration.  
This also raises questions on the liquidity of assets: Stocks are usually considered very liquid, 
as they can be sold on stock markets very easily (at least under regular conditions). IT projects 
cannot easily be stopped or even sold, if they have a negative influence on the company‘s in-
vestment portfolio. To achieve an efficient risk and return position of an enterprise it is neces-
sary to investigate the specific characteristics of liquid and illiquid assets and their interdepen-
dencies in an integrated portfolio management approach. Therefore, existing methods for risk 
measurement and portfolio management have to be enhanced to allow for the specific characte-
ristics of IT projects, e.g. missing arbitrary divisibility/repeatability, long duration or missing 
market prices. Especially the interaction of liquid and illiquid assets is another interesting topic 
here: The risk associated with an illiquid IT project could for example be hedged by using 
liquid financial instruments. Finally, most of the existing models picture ex ante decisions 
only. The development of an integrated model considering existing IT assets as well as IT 
project opportunities might be of great significance to practitioners as well as to researchers. 
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In the near future, IT could serve as nervous system of the economy. Information systems 
could be enabled to recognize relevant changes of the real world, and to trigger decisions if 
necessary. As external impacts permanently occur in today‘s dynamic markets, this requires 
complex IT projects and assets. Therefore, IT requires an integrated view: Information tech-
nology is not only an instrument but also an object of risk/return management. 
  
